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Lenze makes many
things easy for you.
Withourmotivated and committed approach,wework
together with you to create the best possible solution
and set your ideas inmotion - whether you are looking
to optimise an existingmachine or develop a new one.
We always strive to make things easy and seek perfec-
tion therein. This is anchored in our thinking, in our
services and in every detail of our products. It's as easy
as that!

321

Implementing solutionsDrafting conceptsDeveloping ideas

Our easy formula for satisfied customers is
to establish an active partnership with fast

We seewelcome challenges in yourmachine
tasks, supporting youwith our comprehens-

Are you looking to build the best machine
possible and alreadyhave some initial ideas?

decision making processes and an individu-ive expertise andproviding valuable impetusThenget thesedownonpaper togetherwith
ally tailored offer. We have been using thisfor your innovations. We take a holistic viewus, startingwith small innovative details and
principle to meet the ever more specialisedof the individual motion and control func-stretching all the way to completely new
customer requirements in the field of ma-
chine engineering for many years.

tions here and draw up consistent, end-to-
end drive and automation solutions for you

machines.Working together,wewill develop
an intelligent and sustainable concept that

- keeping everything as easy as possible and
as extensive as necessary.

is perfectly alignedwith your specific require-
ments.

54

Ensuring productivityManufacturing machines

Productivity, reliability andnewperformance
peaks on a daily basis – these are our key

Functional diversity in perfect harmony: as
one of the few full-range providers in the

success factors for yourmachine. After deliv-market, we can provide you with precisely
ery, we offer you cleverly devised servicethoseproducts that youactually need for any
concepts to ensure continued safe operation.machine task – no more and no less. Our L-
The primary focus here is on technical sup-force product portfolio, a consistent platform
port, based on the excellent application ex-for implementing drive and automation

tasks, is invaluable in this regard. pertise of our highly-skilled and knowledge-
able after-sales team.



Amatter of prin-
ciple:
the right products
for every application.

Lenze's extensive L-force product portfolio follows a
very simple principle. The functions of our finely scaled
products areassigned to the three linesBase-Line, State-
Line or High-Line.

But what does this mean for you? It allows you to
quickly recognise which products represent the best
solution for your own specific requirements.

Powerful products with a major impact:
• Easy handling
• High quality and durability
• Reliable technologies in tunewith the latest develop-
ments

Lenze products undergo the most stringent testing in
our own laboratory. This allows us to ensure that you
will receive consistently high quality and a long service
life. In addition to this, five logistics centres ensure that
the Lenze products you select are available for quick
delivery anywhere across the globe. It's as easy as that!
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Automation with central motion control

In Europe alone, customers have access to a network of over 100
highly-qualified application engineers with extensive expert know-

Complexmachines suchas robots, packagingmachinesandhandling
systems require a powerfu, uniform and end-to-end automation

ledge and sector expertise. All-around service, training sessions andsystemwith a central control system. This allows coordinatedmove-
a helpline that can be accessed from anywhere in the world round
off our portfolio of services.

mentofmanyaxesand is also capableofperforming control functions
for a linear process. For project engineers, the central architecture
offers the additional advantage that only one control program has

Components in Lenze's Controller-based Automation system include
the controllers, a wide range of inverters with matching standard

tobedevelopedandmanaged.We call this Controller-basedAutoma-
tion for central motion control.

three-phase AC motors, as well as synchronous servo motors and
asynchronous servo motor, each of which can be combined with
various typesof gearboxesall thewayup todecentralised I/O systems.

To address the increasing complexity of your automation tasks effi-
ciently and cost-effectively, alongside auniform, end-to-end automa-
tion system you also expect your automation supplier to provide you
with advanced engineering tools and, if necessary, qualified support.
Lenze offers you experienced experts in sales and support that can
help you, whatever issues you are experiencing. No matter whether
youare seeking support for project planning, dimensioning, selecting
the right components or programming a mechatronic solution, we
are here to help.
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Automation with central motion control
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General information

For Controller-based Automation, Lenze offers flexible solutions for
system topologies. For self-sustaining solutions, simply rely on the
bus systems used by Lenze such as the well-established CANopen or
the fast, flexible EtherCAT.

In addition, Lenze offers easy integration into systems with higher-
level controls or into existing systems.
The use of the Lenze Engineering tools can be provided for by any
type of system bus. Each controller provides an additional Ethernet
connection, enablingaccess of the Engineering tools to the controllers
rightdownto thedrives. Programming, commissioning, or diagnostics
can therefore be carried out easily also in remotemaintenance scen-
arios.

Controller

p5003200Cp300c300
Runtime

●●●●FAST Runtime

●●●FAST Motion

●● 1)●Visualisation
Communication

IntegratedIntegratedIntegratedIntegratedEtherCAT Master

OptionOptionIntegratedIntegratedCANopen

OptionPROFIBUS Master

OptionOptionPROFIBUS Slave

OptionOptionOptionOptionPROFINET Device
Safety Controller

About EtherCATAbout EtherCATAbout EtherCATAbout EtherCATc250-S
Controller based SafetyController based SafetyController based SafetyController based Safety

With monitor panel via DVI interface.1)
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Standard topology with EtherCAT®

The Ethernet-based bus system EtherCAT® is the standard topology
for Controller-basedAutomationapplications andoffers a large range
of potential applications.

Topology with EtherCAT®
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Safety topology with EtherCAT®

Fromdrive-based safety to controller-based safety: this newsimplicity
can be seen among other things in the noticeably reduced amount
of wiring.
This is the result of directly interlinking the Lenze controllers for safety
andmotion – in addition to ready-made software solutions from the
FAST Application Software Toolbox.
Hence in practice, a FASTmodule can, for instance, control the reduc-
tion in traversing speed while at the same time the safety controller
within the system can monitor the safe maximum speed.

Safety topology with EtherCAT®
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Advanced topology with CANopen

The tried-and-tested CAN bus comes as standard on many field
devices. The controllers therefore allow CANopen to be used, some
controllers even allow it in addition to the EtherCAT as a double
master system. In this topology, a separation ofmotion and logic bus
is recommended.

Topology with EtherCAT® and CANopen
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Advanced topology with PROFIBUS

PROFIBUS is the most widely used fieldbus in today's automation
technology industry. The choice of available field devices is immense.
The expansionof control technology to include PROFIBUSmeans that
this diversity is now also available within FAST Runtime.

Topology with EtherCAT® and PROFIBUS
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Extended topology with PROFINET

As adirect successor of PROFIBUS, PROFINET is becoming increasingly
important. With this new generation, we are now also focusing on
TCP/IP and Ethernet Standard in the field of communication. The
direct integration of this interface makes it possible to integrate
Lenze controllers quickly and easily into PROFINET systems.

Topology with EtherCAT® andPROFINET
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The basis

The runtime software in aController determines the typeof functions
to be executed. The runtime software is available in the "FAST
Runtime" and "Visu" versions.

FAST Runtime

The PLC programming is carried out with the »PLC Designer« engin-
eering tool. The FAST technologymodules and FASTMotionmodules

The "FAST Runtime" runtime software enables the Controller to ex-
ecute a sequence control (PLC functionality according to IEC 61131-
3). are contained in »PLC Designer« function libraries and can be easily

integrated into the machine program.
Moreover, Lenze FAST features licenced, predefinedandalready tested
standard software modules (FAST technology modules) for an easy
development of a modular machine control. FAST Motion modules
(basedon "PLCopenmotion control) canbeused to individually extend
the functionalities of the FAST technology modules. – With Lenze
FAST you only pay the functionalities you really need!
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FAST Application Software

HighlightsThe topic of software is becoming increasingly important in develop-
ing machines as mechanical engineers are focusing more attention
on efficient processes for creating the applications they need. • Up to 80 % of the software engineering for the motion control of

the machine can be covered by standards.
Lenze FAST (Feasibly Applicable Software Toolbox) provides Lenze
standard softwaremodules for easily developing amodularmachine
control.

• Considerable reduction of the development times for the basic
drive functions

• Saved time can be invested in the further development of the
special features of the machine.

For this purpose, the »PLC Designer« engineering tool with the "FAST
Application Template" provides for an easy programming and com-

• Predefined and tested software modules
• Structured programming

missioning as standardised software structure and with predefined • Easier reuse and extension of programming segments
technologymodules. FASTMotion functions serve to implement indi-
vidual extensions.

• Error reduction by tested software

1.1 - 13Lenze | V06-en_GB-06/2018
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FAST Application Template

The FAST Application Template can be used via a library in the »PLC
Designer« (from version 3.3). The library contains the structure and

The FAST Application Template is standardised by Lenze for a modu-
larised and clear programming in the »PLC Designer«.

basic functionality of the FAST Application Template (as, for instance,
state machine and error handling).For a modular implementation of the mechatronic structure of an

automation system, ready-madeand reusablemachinemodules and
module applications (e.g. a cross cutter) can be generated in the FAST
Application Template.

FAST Application Template elements

Amachinemodulealways comeswithat leastonemoduleapplication.
Up to three module applications per machine module are possible.

In order tomap theautomation systembasedon the FASTApplication
Template in the »PLC Designer«, the structure of the entire machine
applicationhas tobedivided intomachinemodules. Each subfunction
or drive function of the machine (e.g. "cross cutter" or "conveying
belt") is mapped in one machine module.

The FAST Application Template supports two up to five hierarchy
levels with up to 30 machine modules.

Example of a machine structure tree (MMT) with five levels

PackML standard

The FAST Application Template PackML standard is an extension that
fulfils the requirements of the OMAC (Organization for Machine
Automation and Control) user organisation for open and modular
automation solutions for packaging machines according to the
"PackML" standard.
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FAST technology modules

Integrated basic functions and an integrated visualisation provide
for aneasy commissioningand testingof themodules. The reusability

The predefined FAST technology modules serve to easily implement
the desired machine functions.

of themodules increases thequality of the software and considerably
reduces the time required for programming, commissioning and
testing.

The FAST technology modules are standardised software modules
for amodularprogrammingof themachine control. A FAST technology
module features a complete and pre-tested drive function.

Using the FAST technology modules requires a licencing via Applica-
tion Credit, see controller accessories.

The FAST technology modules are contained in the »PLC Designer«
as independent functionblocks in a library. Theyuse the standardised
interfacesandcan thusbeeasily integrated into themachineprogram,
combined in any way and extended individually with FAST Motion
functions.
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FAST technology modules

Each FAST technology module contains the basic functions manual
jog, homing and positioning for the drives.

The following technologymodules are available for applicationswith
the motion control of a single drive axis:

Single drives

FunctionTechnology module

Implementation of a virtual master axis in the machineVirtual Master

Provides easybasicmotion functions:Manual jog, homing, absoluteand relativepositioning, continuous
travel

Basic Motion

Synchronisation and coupling of drives with precise speed and positioning.Electrical Shaft

Implementation of one or several electric cams. Flexible management of curves created online and
offline.

Flex Cam

Synchronised movements of drives for cross-sealing and/or cross-cutting of products.Cross Cutter

Implementationof a clock-synchroniseddrive for generatinga register controlwithprintmarkdetection.Register control

Implementation of a winding drive with dancer position control and/or a winding drive with tensile
force/speed control

Winder Dancer

Positioning profiles for single axes with smoothing and touch probe positioningTable Positioning

Cutting and processing of material while movingFlying Saw

Control of the temperature of a system that is provided with a heating element and a thermal sensor.Temperature Control

Distribution of products via several conveying belts. An intelligent distribution results in optimum
packaging of products.

Smart Track

The preparation of single products to package them in groups. Is implemented comfortably with the
two-pass conveyor.

Magic Track

Lenze | V06-en_GB-06/20181.1 - 16
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FAST technology modules

Coordinated multi-axes drives

FunctionKinematicsFunctionTechnology module

Universal Cartesian portal kinemat-
ics with 2, 3 and 4 degrees of free-

Portal

Implementation of complex three-
dimensional movements by means
of profiles for up to four drives with
different kinematics.

Pick&Place

dom for Pick&Place with high load
capacities and big workspaces

Universally usable belt kinematics
with 2 degrees of freedom *

Belt

Parallel kinematics with 2 degrees
of freedom * for highly dynamic
Pick&Place tasks

Delta 2

Parallel kinematics with 3 degrees
of freedom * for highly dynamic
Pick&Place tasks

Delta 3

Parallel kinematics with 3 degrees
of freedomwith linear axes for dy-
namic pick & place tasks.

LinearDelta 3

Universal serial Scara kinematics
with 2 and 3 degrees of freedom

Scara

Special form of an articulated arm
kinematics with 4 degrees of free-

Articulated P
dom especially suitable for palletiz-
ing

Implementation of gripper move-
ments which, for instance, pick up

Track Pick & Place workpieces from a conveying belt
and place or position themonto an-
other conveying belt

* Further degrees of freedom in preparation.
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FAST Motion

FAST Motion provides full flexibility and scalability for machine pro-
gramming and comprises optimised function blocks based on
"PLCopen motion control":

• "Motion Control” modules (based on PLCopen Motion Control
(formerly part 1+2) are optimised for thebasic functions "position-
ing" and "cams" (synchronising).

• "Coordinated Motion" modules (based on PLCopen Coordinated
Motion (part 4) are optimised for multi-axis coordinated three-di-
mensionalmovements –which can also be controlled via the FAST
technology modules "Pick & Place".

If the functionalities of the FAST technology modules are not suffi-
cient, they can be supplemented individually with FAST Motion
modules. This serves to easily create the machine function with pre-
planned standards. Thus, FAST frees up time for what really matters.

The »PLC Designer« contains the "Motion Control" module in two
libraries and the "Coordinate Motion" modules in one library.
Detailed informationon the library functionsand the functional range
of the technologymodules can be found in the online help of the PLC
Designer.
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Functions and features

Servo-Inverter i700

The Servo-Inverter i700 is implemented into the Controller-based
Automation solution via the Ethernet-based EtherCAT® bus system.
Thus, a large variety of technology applications can be adopted via
the implemented controller.
The »PLC Designer« engineering tool serves to program the FAST
Motion functions.

Controller p500 with Servo-Inverter i700Controller 3200 C with Servo-Inverter i700

For the different controllers, cycle times of the setpoint selection de-
pend on the number of axes and the functionalities. The following
table shows typical values for "Motion Control" (based on PLCopen
Motion Control, formerly Part 1+2) and "CoordinatedMotion" (based
on PLCopen Coordinated Motion, Part 4).

Mode

p5003251 C3231 C3221 CController
Min. cycle time PLCopen part
1,2: Motion Control

1111[ms]t1 - 4 axes

1112[ms]t8 axes

2122[ms]t12 axes

2222[ms]t16 axes

4334[ms]t32 axes

6568[ms]t64 axes
Min. cycle time PLCopen part 4:
Coordinated Motion

1111[ms]t4 axes

2122[ms]t8 axes

3233[ms]t16 axes
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Handling, commissioning and diagnostics

TheController-basedAutomationsolutioncanbeeasily commissioned
andoptimisedwith the PLCDesigner and»EASY Starter« engineering
tools.
The entire plant is commissioned via the Ethernet terminal of the
Controller. By this means, the entire plant will be made available.
When the plant is used for the first time, it can be subsequently op-
timised using the »EASY Starter«.

Drafting concepts

Finding the right solution together
• Individual consulting service by the Lenze field service.
• Joint analysis and definition of the machine topology.
• Basic functions of the FAST modules as basis.
• Consistent automation and drive solution.

Implementing solutions

Consistent engineering using the »PLC Designer«
• Control and drive application with only one tool.
• Creating an application easily using the FAST modules.
• All Lenze motor data is available.
• The oscilloscope function within the inverter supports the assess-
ment and optimisation of the settings.

Manufacturing machines

Commissioning via USB stick
• The prepared USB stick provides for the
- transfer of the control software.
- parameter setting and firmware download for connected field
devices.

• The complete machine can be prepared, configured and paramet-
erised in an automated fashion.

• Plug in USB stick, start machine, wait, finished.

Ensuring productivity

Easy diagnostics - »EASY Starter«
• Support by the service technicians in commissioningandmainten-
ance.

• Easy parameter setting and commissioning.
• Online diagnostics without the risk of an accidental application
change.

Device exchange without tools
• Thanks to automated firmware and parameter download.
• TheSDcardof theController provides for aneasier device exchange.
• Possible without any specific know how and software.
• No data of the machine gets lost.

Lenze | V06-en_GB-06/20181.1 - 20
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Controls

Visualisation
Industrial PC v800
Monitor v200
VisiWinNET®
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Product key

v200 and v800, 2nd generation

Visualisation
General information

V80 G B S J 7 5 0 H 4 R XXXX -00009000000

Device series

V20 - Monitor

V80 - Industrial PC

Version

S - Protec (industrial PC)

D - Protec (monitor)

P - Cabinet (industrial PC)

M - Cabinet (monitor)

Screen diagonal/resolution

J - 43.9 cm (17.3")

L - 61.0 cm (24")

USB IP65 on rear (Protec only)

0 - Without

5 - 1x USB

Processor type

0  - Without (monitor)

H - Mobile Intel Celeron 1.6 GHz

K - Mobile Intel Core i5 1.9 (max.2.9) GHz

Main memory

0  - Without (monitor)

6 - 4 GB (Celeron only)

7 - 8 GB (i5 only)

Mass storage

0  - Without (monitor)

R - Solid State Disk (SSD) 120GB

Operating system

0  - Without (monitor)

 9 - Windows Embedded Standard 7 P 64 Bit

V80 G A P G 7 0 0 G 6 R XXXX -00009000000

Device series

V80 - Panel PC

Version

P - Cabinet (panel PC)

Screen diagonal/resolution

G - 33.8 cm (13.3")

H - 39.1 cm (15.4")

K - 54.6 cm (21.5")

Processor type

G - Intel® Celeron 1.5 GHz

J - Intel® Core i5 2.7 (max. 3.3) GHz

Main memory

6 - 4 GB

Mass storage

R - Solid State Disk (SSD) 120GB

Operating system

9 - Windows Embedded Standard 7 P 64 Bit

v200 and v800, 1st generation
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Features

The v800 visualisations are compact and designed with a 
high degree of protection. The connections are protected and 
integrated into the housing.

 v800-Protec front view with switch box

Rear view with support arm
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Product information

Visualisation solutions with the industrial PC v800

Visualisation
General information

Machine visualisations with the v800 industrial PCs can be easily 
scaled and realised in an optimal manner for the machine. The 
various screen diagonals and processor capacities are tailored to 
the requirements of modern machine control. As a stand-alone type 
(Protec) or embedded panel (Cabinet), they will fit into any machine 
concept. All devices are equipped with cutting-edge multi-touch 
glass sensors that can be operated even with gloves on and the 
operating program can be set up intuitively using the engineering 
software VisiwinNet.

The high-quality solution – v800-protec
An appealing, elegant device design with IP65 degree of protection 
and a shape that ensures ease of cleaning results in a product that 
offers simple elegance with maximum functionality and the best 
possible platform for demanding user interface concepts. A high 
degree of standardisation guarantees maximum availability and 
protection of software investments over a long period of time. 

The highlights
• High-resolution full HD displays in 17.3" and 24.0"
• Maintenance-free thanks to no rotary components
• IPC type with low-power Intel Mobile processors
• Complies with hygienic design guidelines, no visible screws, IP65 

degree of protection
• Individualisation via optional switch box

The high-performance industrial PC – the v800-Cabinet  
The devices in this range are ideal for applications that require 
even more power. The front panels meet the high demands 
regarding the degree of protection. The innovative cooling method 
comprising aluminium housing on the rear and durable fans 
guarantee optimal heat dissipation while ensuring maximum 
performance.

High-quality, integrated into machine housing – v800-Cabinet
The Cabinet version is intended for installation in machine 
housing. With the same technical specifications as the v800-Protec, 
this version is an equivalent alternative. The frameless design 
with narrow edge ensures a streamlined and visually appealing 
integration thanks to the circumferential seal on the multi-touch 
glass pane.

The highlights
• High-resolution displays in 13.3”, 15.4" and 21.5”
• Solid-state disk
• IPC with high-performance industrial Intel processors
• Fan cooled for maximum performance, easily swappable
• Front panel IP65 degree of protection

The highlights
• High-resolution full HD displays in 17.3" and 24.0"
• Maintenance-free thanks to no rotary components
• IPC type with low-power Intel Mobile processors
• Complies with hygienic design guidelines, no chamfering, front 

panel, IP65 degree of protection
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Visualisation solutions with monitor

The v200 monitors depict the visualisation created on the upstream 
IPC. All the required functions are transferred to the monitors 
and scaled to suit the features of the v800 industrial PC family. A 
visually uniform line from the industrial PC to the monitor enables 
uniform machine design. They are available both as embedded 
panel (Cabinet) or as stand-alone (Protec) versions. All devices are 
equipped with cutting-edge multi-touch glass sensors that can be 
operated even when wearing gloves. 

The modern monitor – v200-Protec
An appealing, elegant device design with IP65 degree of 
protection and an easy-to-clean design results in sleek elegance 
with maximum functionality and the best possible platform 
for demanding user interface concepts. A high degree of 
standardisation guarantees maximum availability and protection 
of investments over a long period of time. 

The highlights
• High-resolution full HD displays in 17.3" and 24.0"
• Standard HDMI or DisplayPort connection
• Optional mounting up to 100 m from control cabinet PC via 

integrable Extender
• Complies with hygienic design guidelines, no visible screws, IP65 

degree of protection
 

Visualisation
General information

Modern integrable monitor – v200-Cabinet
Designed for direct installation into machine housing, these 
devices offer an alternative platform as they have the same 
technical specifications and options as the v200-p series. The 
frameless design with narrow edge ensures a streamlined and 
visually appealing integration thanks to the circumferential seal on 
the multi-touch glass pane.

The highlights
• High-resolution full HD displays in 17.3" and 24.0"
• Standard HDMI or disply port connection
• Optional installation up to 100 m from control cabinet PC via 

integrable Extender
• Complies with hygienic design guidelines, no chamfering, IP65 

degree of protection on front panel
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7.

Standards and operating conditions

Visualisation
Technical data

Type

Protec Cabinet 

Conformity

CE

RoHS

EN50581 2011/65/EU

Degree of protection

IP65 IP65 on front

IP20 on rear

Vibration resistance

Vibration (IEC/EN 60721-3-3) 3M4 3M5

Shock (IEC/EN 60721-3-3) 3M4 3M5

Climatic conditions

Storage (IEC/EN 60068-2-1) -20 °C – 60 °C, 10% - 85% air humidity  
without condensation

-20 °C – 60 °C, 10% - 85% air humidity  
without condensation

Transport (IEC/EN 60068-2-2) -20 °C – 60 °C, 10% - 85% air humidity  
without condensation

-20 °C – 60 °C, 10% - 85% air humidity  
without condensation

Operation (IEC/EN 60068-2-14)

13.3 '' 0 °C – 55 °C, 10% - 85% air humidity 
without condensation

15.4 '' 0 °C – 55 °C, 10% - 85% air humidity  
without condensation

17 '' 0 °C – 55 °C, 10% - 85% air humidity without 
condensation

0 °C – 55 °C, 10% - 85% air humidity  
without condensation

21.5 '' 5 °C – 45 °C, 10% - 85% air humidity  
without condensation

24 '' 0°C – 45°C, 10 % - 85 % air humidity without 
condensation

0°C – 45°C, 10 % - 85 % air humidity  
without condensation

Site altitude

Transport < 12000 m amsl < 12000 m amsl

< 3000 m amsl < 3000 m amsl

Degree of pollution

IEC/EN 61131-2 2 2
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3.1

3.3

Rated data v800 and v200-Protec

Visualisation
Technical data

Version v800-P v200-P

Screen diagonal 43.9 cm
(17.3")

61 cm
(24")

43.9 cm
(17.3")

61 cm
(24")

43.9 cm
(17.3")

61 cm
(24")

Resolution Pixel 1920 x 1080 1920 x 1080 1920 x 1080

Touch Capacitive 
glass surface,
Multi-Touch

Capacitive 
glass surface,
Multi-Touch

Capacitive 
glass surface,
Multi-Touch

Processor type Intel® Celeron®  
Processor 2980U  

(2M Cache, 1.60 GHz)

Intel® Core™ i5-4300U 
Processor (3M Cache, 
1.90 up to 2.90 GHz)

Graphics processor Intel® HD Graphics Intel® HD Graphics 4400

Operating system Windows Embedded 
Standard 7 P 64 Bit

Windows Embedded 
Standard 7 P 64 Bit

Storage medium

Mass storage [GB] 120 (2.5" SSD) 120 (2.5" SSD)

Internal memory [GB] 4 8

Interfaces

USB host 3.0/2.0
1x external access point

2 / 1 2 / 1 - /2

USB Device 2.0 2 2 1

Ethernet
(10/100/1000 Mbit/s)

2 2

HDMI / display port 1/1

Rated voltage DC UN, DC [V] 24 (+/- 20%) 24 (+/- 20%) 24 (+/- 20%)

Max. current consumption 
 (incl. USB)

I [A] 3 4 3 4 2 2

Maximum starting current l [A] 4 4 4 4 3 3

Fusing of supply
voltage

l [A] 4
slow-blow

6
slow-blow

4
slow-blow

6
slow-blow

4
slow-blow

4
slow-blow

Weight m [kg] 4.8 7.7 4.8 7.7 4.6 7.5

Dimensions incl. switch box Wx-
HxD

[mm] 431x351x
216

578x436x
216

431x351x
216

578x436x
216

431x351x
216

578x436x
216

Dimensions without switch box Wx-
HxD

[mm] 431x261x
216

578x347x
216

431x261x
216

578x347x
216

431x261x
216

578x347x
216
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7.

Visualisation
Technical data

Rated data v800 and v200-Cabinet, 2nd generation

Version v800-C v200-C

Screen diagonal 43.9 cm
(17.3")

61 cm
(24")

43.9 cm
(17.3")

61 cm
(24")

43.9 cm
(17.3")

61 cm
(24")

Resolution Pixel 1920 x 1080 1920 x 1080 1920 x 1080

Touch capacitive 
glass surface,
Multi-Touch

capacitive 
glass surface,
Multi-Touch

capacitive 
glass surface,
Multi-Touch

Processor type Intel® Celeron®  
Processor 2980U  

(2M Cache, 1.60 GHz)

Intel® Core™ i5-4300U 
Processor (3M Cache, 
1.90 up to 2.90 GHz)

Graphics processor Intel® HD Graphics Intel® HD Graphics 4400

Operating system Windows Embedded 
Standard 7 P 64 Bit

Windows Embedded 
Standard 7 P 64 Bit

Storage medium

Mass storage [GB] 120 (2.5" SSD) 120 (2.5" SSD)

Internal memory [GB] 4 8

Interfaces

USB host 3.0/2.0
1x external access point

2 / 1 2 / 1 - /2

USB Device 2.0 2 2 1

Ethernet
(10/100/1000 Mbit/s)

2 2

HDMI / DisplayPort 1/1

Rated voltage DC UN, DC [V] 24 (+/- 20%) 24 (+/- 20%) 24 (+/- 20%)

Max. current consumption  
(incl. USB)

l [A] 3 4 3 4 2 2

Maximum starting current I [A] 4 4 4 4 3 3

Fusing of supply
voltage

l [A] 4
slow-blow

6
slow-blow

4
slow-blow

6
slow-blow

4
slow-blow

4
slow-blow

Dimension Wx-
HxD

[mm] 433x263x
89

580x349x
89

433x263x
89

580x349x
89

433x263x
89

580x349x
89

Mounting depth D [mm] 79 79 79 79 62 62

Mounting cutout WxH [mm] 422x252 569x338 422x252 569x338 422x252 569x338
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3.1

3.3

Visualisation
Technical data

Rated data v800-Cabinet, 1st generation

Version v800-C

Screen diagonal 33.8 cm
(13.3")

39.1 cm
(15.4")

54.6 cm
(21.5")

33.8 cm
(13.3")

39.1 cm
(15.4")

54.6 cm
(21.5")

Resolution 1280 x 
800

1280 x
 800

1920 x 
1080

1280 x 
800

1280 x 
800

1920 x 
1080

Touch capacitive 
glass surface,
Multi-Touch

capacitive 
glass surface,
Multi-Touch

Processor type Intel® Celeron®  
Processor 2002E  

(2M Cache, 1.50 GHz)

Intel® Core™ i5-4400E  
Processor (3M Cache,  
2.70 up to 3.30 GHz)

Graphics processor Intel® HD Graphics Intel® HD Graphics 4600

Operating system Windows® Embedded 
Standard 7 P 64 bit

Windows® Embedded 
Standard 7 P 64 bit

Storage medium

Mass storage [GB] 120 (2.5" SSD) 120 (2.5" SSD)

Internal memory [GB] 4 8

Interfaces

COM (RS232) 1 1

USB Device 2.0 2/2 on rear 2/2 on rear

Ethernet
(10/100/1000 Mbit/s)

3 3

Rated voltage DC UN, DC [V] 24 (+/- 20%) 24 (+/- 20%) 24 (+/- 20%)

Max. current consumption  
(incl. USB)

l [A] 3 4 3 4 3 4

Maximum starting current l [A] 8 8 8 8 8 8

Fusing of supply
voltage

l [A] 4
slow-blow

4
slow-blow

4
slow-blow

4
slow-blow

6
slow-blow

6
slow-blow

Weight m [kg] 3.6 4.9 8.6 3.6 4.9 8.6

Dimension Wx-
HxD

[mm] 353 x 
261 x 

63

426 x 
261 x 

66

567 x 
369 x

66

353 x 
261 x 

63

426 x 
261 x 

66

567 x 
369 x 

66

Mounting depth D [mm] 51 54 54 51 54 54

Mounting cutout WxH [mm] 332 x 240 392 x 269 532 x 334 332x240 392 x 269 532 x 334
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7.

Visualisation
Accessories

DBaseT Extender kit

The HDBaseT Extender can be optionally retrofitted to the monitors 
v200-C and v200 –P. This expansion in the form of a transmitter 
and receiver module enables digital image and USB 2.0 signals to 
be transferred up to 100 m via a network cable using the HDBaseT 
standard. 

Transmission of DisplayPort / HDMI / DVI video and USB (2.0) signal
• Transmission length: max. 100 m 
• Easy installation: plug and play, no software driver 

required
• Easy installation: TX module on DIN rail, RX module is inserted 

into module slot on the rear of the monitor

Transmission cable for HDBaseT Extender

Transmission cable for v200 monitor

The following CAT cables are recommended for operation:
• CAT6a cable, maximum cable length up to 80 m,  

24AWG/27AWG, shielded
• CAT7 cable, maximum cable length up to 100 m,  

24AWG, shielded

A Display Port (DP) or HDMI cable and USB cable can be used to 
connect the v200 monitors:

Version Characteristics Product key

DP/DP cable • Length: 3 m 
for connection via DisplayPort

EWL0091

• Length: 5 m 
for connection via DisplayPort

EWL0092

HDMI/HDMI cable • Length: 3 m 
for video connection via HDMI

EWL0093

• Length: 5 m 
for video connection via HDMI

EWL0094

USB (host/slave) • Length: 3 m 
for touch and external devices on monitor

EWL0095

• Length: 5 m 
for touch and external devices on monitor

EWL0096

Version Characteristics Product key

HD BaseT Extender kit HDBase-T transmitter (TX) 
• Control cabinet mounting via DIN rail
• 1 x HD Base-T transmitter (TX)
• 1 x DisplayPort > HDMI cable (100 cm)
• 1 x USB host > USB slave cable (100 cm)
• 1 x 24 VDC connector

EPCZEBE1

HDBase-T receiver (RX)
• Snap-in installation slot in monitor
• 1 x HD Base-T receiver (RX)
• 1 x HDMI > HDMI cable (25cm)
• 1 x USB host > USB slave cable (10 cm)
• 1 x 24 VDC supply cable (10 cm)
• 1 x 24 VDC connector
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3.1

3.3

Visualisation
Accessories

T-Adapter

T-Adapter with switch box

The support arm is required to mount the v800-Protec and 
v200-Protec on a standard 48 mm stainless steel tube. It has 
an integrated tilting device to tilt the display unit and can be 
rotated +/- 90° using the quick release clamping screw. This type is 
designed for use in support arm constructions with the IP65 degree 
of protection. The support arm adapter is supplied in series for 
hanging mounting but can be adapted for vertical mounting in just 
a few steps. 

The switch box is designed to expand the T-Adapter with standard 
22 mm command elements. Like the console, the switch box has a 
screwless design. Thanks to easy removal of the front unit and by 
tearing the perforated installation opening, up to seven standard 
command elements (e.g. for 6 pushbuttons and 1x emergency-off 
switch) can be fitted. The labelling on the command elements can 
be individualised using slide-in strips.

Version Characteristics Product key

T-Adapter • Mounting on 48 mm tube, either  
hanging or vertical

EPCZMP1

T-Adapter 17" with switch box • Mounting on 48 mm tube, either  
hanging or vertical

• 7x command elements
• The switch box is prepared for the recor-

ding of standard 22.5-mm command 
elements. 

• Standard pushbuttons and switches can 
be installed.

• The command elements are not included 
in the scope of supply.

EPCZEBT801-000

T-Adapter 24" with switch box • Mounting on 48 mm tube, either  
hanging or vertical

• 7x command elements
• The switch box is prepared for the recor-

ding of standard 22.5-mm command 
elements. 

• Standard pushbuttons and switches can 
be installed.

• The command elements are not included 
in the scope of supply.

EPCZEBT901-000

Tool for T-Adapter mounting • Rotates the mounting tube 180°. EPCZMB5
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7.

Visualisation
Visualisation software

VisiWinNET® Smart

Machines are almost exclusively equipped with visual operating 
units. Creating a machine visualisation used to be a subtask of 
control programming, but today it has developed into a core 
autonomous discipline. Interfaces that were often technically 
overloaded and could only be operated by experts have given way 
to user-oriented visual machine operation and have therefore 
become an important sales argument. VisiWinNET® Smart is the 
ideal tool for this task.

Advantages of visualisation software:
• Intuitive project planning: 

the integrated development environment of VisiWinNET Smart 
offers all functions under one roof. The graphics designer for 
visualisation pages and all other editors and tools are grouped 
into a flexible, modern window layout with dockable elements 
that also enables the use of multiple monitors. 

• Intelligent data exchange 
Project data such as variables, texts or alarms can easily be 
exchanged with other programs. The transfer of variables directly 
from the control project goes hand-in-hand with easy exchange 
of data with Microsoft Excel using the Windows clipboard. 

• Parallel installation 
Various VisiWinNET versions can be installed alongside one 
another on one computer. New projects can always be developed 
using the latest version and older ones are supported. 

• Modern software architecture 
VisiWinNET® SMART comprises a development system  
with a full-graphics integrated development environment and 
a runtime licence scalable to the scope of the project. For the 
v800 industrial PCs, single user and client server solutions can be 
realised with the standard framework.

• … and if you need a bit more: 
For tasks that go beyond the scope of VisiWinNET® Smart, it is 
possible to expand the software to suit your individual needs 
with the expert tools VisiWinNET® Professional. If you require 
this, please get in touch with your Lenze contact person. We 
would be happy to make you an offer for a solution that meets 
your needs.

VisiWinNET® Smart main components:
• Process communication for technical process monitoring
• Language options for international use
• Alarm management, data logging and trend recording for plant 

controlling
• Recipe management and user management
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3.3

Visualisation
Visualisation software

VisiWinNET® Smart development system

The integrated development environment of VisiWinNET® SMART is 
offered in the form of single user and client/server applications for 
the creation of visualisations. Please specify the respective option 
when ordering the engineering software.

Version Development system Target system Product key

VisiWinNET® SMART • Single user licence
•  Operating system engineering 

software: 
 Windows® 7, Windows® 8

• Licencing: USB dongle

• Single user licence
Windows® 7, Windows® 8

7710120065

• Single user licence
•  Operating system engineering 

software: 
Windows® 7, Windows® 8

• Licencing: USB dongle

• Client/Server
Windows® 7, Windows® 8

7710130065

• Upgrade Single user licence on client/server 7710131065

VisiWinNET® Professional On request

VisiWinNET® Runtime licences

To realise your machine visualisation developed with VisiWinNET® 
Smart, your Lenze industrial PC requires the respective VisiWinNet® 
Runtime. The number of power tags, i.e. the data that needs to be 
exchanged with the control system, should be selected depending 
on the scope of the project. 
For data exchange in networked environments, the runtime system 
also has an additional OPC server interface. Via this interface, 
higher-level systems can access process variables within the 
visualisation application and exchange relevant data, making 
connections to e.g. an ERP system or data exchange between 
multiple machines easier.

Single user licences

Item description Order code

VisiWinNET® 250 250 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4430 025

VisiWinNET® 500 500 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4430 050

VisiWinNET® 1000 1000 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4430 100

VisiWinNET® 2000 2000 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4430 200

VisiWinNET® 4000 4000 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4430 400

VisiWinNET® 64000 64000 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4430 999

Licencing USB dongle
Licence file with mandatory 
hardware

5
6

Client/server licences

Item description Order code

VisiWinNET® 250 250 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4440 025

VisiWinNET® 500 500 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4440 050

VisiWinNET® 1000 1000 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4440 100

VisiWinNET® 2000 2000 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4440 200

VisiWinNET® 4000 4000 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4440 400

VisiWinNET® 64000 64000 power tags Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4440 999

VisiWinNET® Client Operate and  
monitor (client)

Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4440 001

VisiWinNET® Viewer Monitor (viewer) Windows® 7, Windows® 8 7700 4440 002

Licencing USB dongle
Licence file with mandatory 
hardware

5
6
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Product key

E 3 2 G A C X X X - 0 0 0 0

00000L5H

10000M5H

3221 C

3231 C

3 3

00000P5H3251 C

2

2

2

Product

0 − No
5 − MC-PBM (PROFIBUS Master)
6 − MC-PBS (PROFIBUS Slave)
8 − MC-PND (PROFINET Device)
9 − MC-CAN2 (CANopen)

Option interface MC 1

00 − Visu: without runtime
14 − Visu: VisiWinNET® Compact CE, 500 power tags

Runtime Software visualisation (3231 C only)

Product key

S1 - Application Credit 0
A0 - Application Credit 50 
A1 - Application Credit 100  
A2 - Application Credit 150  
A3 - Application Credit 200  
A4 - Application Credit 300  
A5 - Application Credit 400  
A6 - Application Credit 500  
A7 - Application Credit 600  
A8 - Application Credit 700
A9 - Application Credit 1000    

 Application Credit 

AA - Application Credit 1200  
AB - Application Credit 1500  
AC - Application Credit 2000  
AD - Application Credit 2500  
AE - Application Credit 3000  
AF - Application Credit 4000  

Controller 3221 C and 3251 C Controller 3231 C
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Equipment

USB 3

Touchscreen connection
(not with 3221 C, 3251 C)

LAN 1a

Ethernet 10/100 MBits/s
with integrated switch

LAN 1b

Ethernet 10/100 MBits/s
with integrated switch

EtherCAT

DVI-D

External monitor connection
(not with 3221 C, 3251 C)

Supply voltage

24V DC

Option interface

Bus system extensions

4 LEDs

Status display

Supply module

Supply for stacked I/O modules 

SD card

USB 1 

Keybord connection (optional)

USB 2

USB stick connection 
for backup (optional)

I/O system 1000

Up to 64 modules

Analog and digital 
inputs and outputs 
  

Data memory for project data
Accessories: application credit

Safety topology extension

3.3 - 5Lenze | V06-en_GB-08/2018
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Product information

The Controller 3200 C is the ideal platform for automation systems
in the control cabinet. It is based on the Intel® processor Atom™,
whichmakes it possible to implement a powerful computer architec-
ture without force-cooling and other moving components even in
the smallest of spaces. As a special touch it is possible to directly at-
tach the I/O system 1000 without taking the detour via fieldbuses.

Variants
The Controller 3200 C comprises three versions. Together with our
systemmodules, the variants 3221 C, 3231 C and 3251 C provide the
basis for a powerful Motion controller – with and without an integ-
rated visualisation! The controller version 3231 C is providedwith an
integratedDVI interface towhichexternalmonitors ormonitor panels
can be connected.

I/O System 1000 as local I/OsIntegrated Ethernet switch
The extremely fast communication (48 Mbps) between the L-force
Controller 3200 C and the I/O modules takes place via a proprietary,

The integrated switch allows line topologies to be established using
Ethernet without the need for a separate switch as an infrastructure

yet extremely efficient backplane bus. This allows individual andcomponent. In addition to this, a free interface provides allows a
group access to the inputs and outputs and also enables precise syn-diagnostics device such as a service technician's laptop to be connec-

ted without having to access the bus physics. chronisation of the inputmodules, which attach a time stamp to the
input signals with a resolution of 1µs and thereby ensure high-preci-
sion.

Safety topology with EtherCAT®

The Safety Controller c250-S clears theway for planning the complete
drive and safety technology from one single source. The entire ma-
chine safety can be programmed with only one engineering tool,
based on the PLCOpen standard - irrespective whether it is about
"grey" or "yellow" control technology.
The deep integration of the functional safety into the automation
systemmakes the engineering easier, improves the diagnostics op-
tions and reduces the number of interfaces and components.
This saves time and money and finally increases the availability and
flexibility of the machine.

Lenze | V06-en_GB-08/20183.3 - 6
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Product information

High-precision control for optimummanufacturing resultsLogic (PLC), motion and visualisation in a single device
• Touch probe-compatible inputs• Optimised for machine(modules) with central motion control

• Easy engineering thanks to central data storage • High-precision output control
• Highly deterministic backplane bus with precise 1 µs
time stamp

Prepared for the future thanks to compliance with industrial stand-
ards

Easy to use
• Easy use of FAST via pluggable SD card with Application Credit for
Motion Control or Coordinated Motion • Programming in IEC61131-3

• Automated standard set-up and data backup via USB stick • Motion Control as per PLCopen
• PLC Designer based on CODESYS3• Easy device replacement by means of the pluggable SD card with

the corresponding Application Credit
• Diagnostics by implemented web server or EASY Starter

I/O system 1000 as local I/OsCommunicative
• Permanentwiringdue to separationof electronics andbasemodule• EtherCAT® as a fast bus system directly on board (in preparation)

• CANopen on board • Fast diagnostics achieved thanks to clear labelling of the LEDs as-
signed to each channel• Precisely tailored by modular extension option

• Easy connection thanks to inclusion of printed circuit diagram
• Fully integrated shield connectionwithout special shield terminals

3.3 - 7Lenze | V06-en_GB-08/2018
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Lenze FAST

FASTMotion functions serve to implement individual extensions. The
»EASY Starter« can be used to subsequently optimise and diagnose
the system.

Lenze FAST (Feasibly Applicable Software Toolbox) provides Lenze
standard softwaremodules for easily developing amodularmachine
control.

For this purpose, the »PLC Designer« engineering tool with the "FAST
Application Template" provides for an easy programming and com-
missioning as standardised software structure and with predefined
technology modules.

FAST Application Template

The FAST Application Template can be used via a library in the »PLC
Designer«. The library contains the structure and basic functionality

The FAST Application Template is standardised by Lenze for a modu-
larised and clear programming in the »PLC Designer«.

of the FAST Application Template (as, for instance, statemachine and
error handling).

Lenze | V06-en_GB-08/20183.3 - 8
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Lenze FAST

FAST technology modules

The FAST technology modules are contained in the »PLC Designer«
as independent functionblocks in a library. Theyuse the standardised

The predefined FAST technology modules serve to easily implement
the desired machine functions.

interfacesandcan thusbeeasily integrated into themachineprogram,
combined in any way and extended individually with FAST Motion
functions.

The FAST technology modules are standardised software modules
for amodularprogrammingof themachine control. A FAST technology
module features a complete andpre-testeddrive function. Integrated
basic functions and an integrated visualisation provide for an easy
commissioning and testing of the modules. The reusability of the
modules increases the quality of the software and considerably re-
duces the time required forprogramming, commissioningand testing.

FAST Motion

If the functionalities of the FAST technology modules are not suffi-
cient, they can be adapted and extended individually using the FAST

FAST Motion provides full flexibility and scalability for machine pro-
gramming and comprises optimised function blocks based on
"PLCopen motion control": Motionmodules. Thesemodules are capable to programanynumber

of functions.
• "Motion Control” modules (based on PLCopen Motion Control
(formerly part 1+2) are optimised for thebasic functions "position-
ing" and "cams" (synchronising).

The »PLC Designer« contains the "Motion Control" modules in two
libraries and the "Coordinated Motion" modules in one library.

• "Coordinated Motion" modules (based on PLCopen Coordinated
Motion (part 4) are optimised for multi-axis coordinated three-di-
mensionalmovements –which can also be controlled via the FAST
technology modules "Pick & Place".
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Standards and operating conditions

Mode

3251 C3231 C3221 CController
Conformity

Low-Voltage DirectiveCE

2014/30/EU

TP TC 020/2011 (TR CU 020/2011)EAC
Approval

Process Control Equipment (File-No. E236341)UL 508C

CSA 22.2 No.142UL/CSA
Enclosure

IP20EN 60529

Type 1NEMA 250
Climatic conditions

1K3 (Temperature: -5 °C ... +45 °C)Storage (EN 60721-3-1)

2K3 (temperature: -25 °C ... +70 °C)Transport (EN 60721-3-2)

3K3 (temperature: 0 °C ... +50 °C) 1)3K3 (temperature: 0 °C ...
+55 °C) 1)

Operation (EN 60721-3-3)
3K3 (temperature: 0 °C ... +45 °C) 2)

3K3 (temperature: 0 °C ...
+50 °C) 2)

Degree of pollution

2EN 61131-2
Site altitude

3000[m]HmaxAmsl
Vibration resistance

1 gVibration (EN 61131-2)

15 gMechanical shock (EN 61131-2)

5 Hz ≤ f ≤ 13.2 Hz: ± 1 mm amplitudeOperation (Germanischer Lloyd)
13.2 Hz ≤ f ≤ 100 Hz: 0.7 g

Noise emission

Industrial premisesEN 61000-6-4
Noise immunity

ESD: Severity 3EN 61000-4-2

150 kHz ... 80 MHz, 10 V/m 80 % AM (1 kHz)EN 61000-4-6

80 kHz ... 1000 MHz, 10 V/m 80 % AM (1 kHz)EN 61000-4-3
1.4 GHz ... 2.0 GHz, 3 V/m, 80 % AM (1kHz)
2.0 GHz ... 2.7 GHz, 1 V/m, 80 % AM (1kHz)

Burst: Severity 3EN 61000-4-4

Horizontal mounting1)

Vertical mounting2)
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Rated data

Mode

3251 C3231 C3221 CController
Processor type

Intel® Atom™ 1.91 GHzIntel® Atom™ 1.75 GHzIntel® Atom™ 1.46 GHzFanless
Storage medium

512[MB]SD card 1)

Interfaces

2Ethernet (integrated switch)

1EtherCAT Master

232USB

1DVI-D

Interface connection for CANopen (MC-CAN2)Option
Interface connection for PROFIBUS Master (MC-PBM)
Interface connection for PROFIBUS Slave (MC-PBS)
Interface connection for PROFINET-Device (MC-PND)

Interface connection for EtherNet (MC-ETH)
Interface connection for RS232, 422, 485 (MC-ISI)

Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Max. current consumption

1.201.00[A]ImaxWith connected I/Os

0.800.60[A]ImaxWithout connected I/Os
Operating system

Windows® CE 6.0
Memory size

512[MB]Programmemory

512[MB]Data memory

4[kB]Flags

60[kB]Retain data

2[GB]Main memory (RAM)

4[GB]Min. internal flash memory
Runtime

●FAST Runtime

●Visualisation 2)

Dimensions

112 x 136 x 105[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.70[kg]m

1 x SD card included in the scope of supply.1)

Controller 3231Cwith externalmonitor at theDVI-D interface. For operation,
power tags are required.

2)
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Dimensions
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Connection plan

Connection plan for (24 V) voltage supply

MeaningPosition

ControllerA

Power supply unitB

Protective earth connection on the supply side via DIN railC

Mains connection

Cable typeConnection typeConnection

Cable with Combicon-plug (cable
cross-section max. 2.5 mm2)

3-pole Combicon socketDC supply (24 V)
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Safety Controller

Safety in the system does not begin with the drives first, but at the
control level.

With the expansion of the controller software to include the Safety
Controller c250-S a complete automation solution is provided for
safety engineeringand control anddrive tasks. Toppedwith the safety
I/O module, all the safety aspects in the machine module can be
evaluated.
EtherCAT is used for data transfer.

Product keyFeaturesMode

C25BAYSQ-Safety Controller c250-S
• Compact Controller c250-S for easy mounting using the DIN rail
• High-quality safety solution thanks to PL e/SIL 3

C25BAYCB-Safety bus coupler
• Supported network: EtherCAT with safety-over EtherCAT (FSoE =
Fail Safe over EtherCAT)

C25BAYA42-Safety I/O module
• Expansion of the Safety Controller with 4 safe inputs and 2 safe
outputs

Safety Controller

Implementation according to PLCopen, TC 5Functions

SF_Equivalent
SF_Antivalent

Equivalence / antivalence test

SF_ModeSelectorOperation mode selector

SF_EmergencyStopEmergency stop, emergency off

SF_ESPE (electro-sensitive protective equipment)
Monitoring of electro-sensitive protective
equipment (ESPE)

SF_GuardMonitoringGuard monitoring

SF_GuardLockingGuard monitoring with locking

SF_TwoHandControlTypeII
SF_TwoHandControlTypeIII

Two-hand control

SF_MutingSeq
SF_MutingParMuting
SF_MutingPar_2Sensors

SF_TestableSafetySensorCyclic test of ESPE

SF_EnableSwitchEnable switch

SF_OutControl
Controlling safety outputwith standard control-
ler and safety controller

SF_EDM (external device monitoring)Monitoring of feedback loop

Technical data

240 mA via E-bus connectionRated current

5 V via E-bus connectionDC supply voltage
24 V via safety bus coupler

120 mm x 25mm x 90mmDimensions h x w x d

IP20Degree of protection
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Application Credit

With Lenze FAST, technologymodules areprovided forMotionControl
and Coordinated Motion. In order that these modules are used, the
following Application Credit is required.
If different technologymodules areused, thedemand forApplication
Credit must be added for all modules used.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPCZEMSD0L1005

Application Credit

• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 50 points

EPCZEMSD0L1010• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 100 points

EPCZEMSD0L1015• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 150 points

EPCZEMSD0L1020• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 200 points

EPCZEMSD0L1030• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 300 points

EPCZEMSD0L1040• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 400 points

EPCZEMSD0L1050• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 500 points

EPCZEMSD0L1060• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 600 points

EPCZEMSD0L1070• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 700 points

EPCZEMSD0L1100• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 1000 points

EPCZEMSD0L1120• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 1200 points

EPCZEMSD0L1150• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 1500 points

EPCZEMSD0L1200• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 2000 points

EPCZEMSD0L1250• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 2500 points

EPCZEMSD0L1300• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 3000 points

EPCZEMSD0L1400• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 4000 points

FAST technology modules

Single drives

Points for
use

FunctionTechnology module

25

Implementation of a virtual master axis in the machineVirtual Master

Provideseasybasicmotion functions:Manual jog,homing, absoluteand relativepositioning,
continuous travel

Basic Motion

Synchronisation and coupling of drives with precise speed and positioning.Electrical Shaft

50
Implementation of one or several electric cams. Flexible management of curves created
online and offline.

Flex Cam

100Synchronised movements of drives for cross-sealing and/or cross-cutting of products.Cross Cutter
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Application Credit

FAST technology modules

Points for
use

FunctionTechnology module

100

Implementation of a clock-synchronised drive for generating a register control with print
mark detection.

Register control

Implementation of a winding drive with dancer position control and/or a winding drive
with tensile force/speed control

Winder Dancer

50Positioning profiles for single axes with smoothing and touch probe positioningTable Positioning

100Cutting and processing of material while movingFlying Saw

50

Control of the temperature of a system that is provided with a heating element and a
thermal sensor.

Temperature Control

Distribution of products via several conveying belts. An intelligent distribution results in
optimum packaging of products.

Smart Track

Thepreparationof single products to package them ingroups. Is implemented comfortably
with the two-pass conveyor.

Magic Track
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Application Credit

FAST technology modules

Coordinated multi-axes drives

Points for
use

FunctionKinematicsFunctionTechnology module

100

Universal Cartesian portal
kinematics with 2, 3 and 4

Portal

Implementationof complex
three-dimensional move-
ments bymeans of profiles
for up to four drives with
different kinematics.

Pick&Place

degrees of freedom for
Pick&Place with high load
capacities and big work-
spaces

Universally usable belt kin-
ematics with 2 degrees of
freedom *

Belt

200

Parallel kinematics with 2
degrees of freedom * for

Delta 2
highly dynamic Pick&Place
tasks

Parallel kinematics with 3
degrees of freedom * for

Delta 3
highly dynamic Pick&Place
tasks

Parallel kinematics with 3
degrees of freedomwith

LinearDelta 3
linear axes for dynamic pick
& place tasks.

Universal serial Scara kin-
ematics with 2 and 3 de-
grees of freedom

Scara

Special form of an articu-
lated arm kinematics with

Articulated P
4 degrees of freedom espe-
cially suitable for palletizing

300

Implementation of gripper
movements which, for in-

Track Pick & Place
stance, pick up workpieces
from a conveying belt and
place or position themonto
another conveying belt

FAST dimensioning

The FAST modules can be connected easily with the PLC Designer.
Which module is to be selected, depends on the automation dimen-
sioning of the machine. In order to define the correct Application
Credit, the points of each module simply have to be added up. The
required Application Credit is deducted each time a technology
module is called.

Example 2:Example 1:
• 1x Virtual Master (25 points)• 1x Virtual Master (25 points)

• 1x Electrical Shaft (25 points) • 1x Electrical Shaft (25 points)
• 2x Flex Cam (100 points)• 2x Winder Dancer (200 points)
Result: 150 points• 1x Cross Cutter (100 points)

Result: 350 points
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Application Credit

FAST Motion

FAST Motion provides a scalable programming of function blocks
based on "PLCopen Motion Control".
If you use the technologymodules in the application, the basic func-
tions of the FAST Motion are accessed both for single axes and for
coordinated multi-axes systems.
If you do not want to use the technology modules for the motion
control in your application, the application can, for instance, be im-
plemented as well with your own program code on the basis of the
FAST Motion.

Points for
use

FunctionFast Motion

150

Positioning:
FAST Motion basic functions for single-axis movements according to PLCopen Motion
Control (formerly part 1) for positioning. This serves to freely program flexible positioning
modes and further single-axis movements in IEC 61131.

Motion Control
Camming:
FASTMotionbasic functions for synchronisationand cammovements according toPLCopen
MotionControl (formerly part 2). This serves to freely programflexible axis synchronisations
and cams for single axes in IEC 61131.

300

Robotics:
FAST Motion basic functions for coordinated three-dimensional movements according to
PLCopenCoordinatedMotionControl (part 4). This serves to interpolate flexible axis groups

Coordinated Motion
as, for instance, robot kinematics in a multidimensional space. Programming is made in
IEC 61131.
Also contains "Positioning" and "Camming".

If you use FAST technology modules, the Application Credit already
includes the required function of the FAST Motion. In this case, no
additional pointshave tobe considered for theuseof the FASTMotion.

If you use the FASTMotion as a basic function for themotion control,
the points according to the FAST Motion table apply.
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SD card and USB flash drive

SD cards and USB flash drives are available for data storage and data
backups.

ƒ A SD card is part of the scope of supply of the controller.
ƒ SD card without Application Credit.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPCZEMSD0L0000Application Credit 0 • 512 MB

EPCZEMUS6USB flash drive • 4 GB

24 V power supply unit

An external power supply unit is also available as an alternative for
powering the controller's control electronics.

24 V power supply unit

Rated data

Product key

EZV2400-000
Rated voltage

230[V]UN, ACAC
Rated mains current

1.20[A]IN, AC
Output voltage

DC 22.5 ...28.5[V]Uout
Rated current

10.0[A]IN
Dimensions

130 x 85 x 125[mm]h x b x t
Mass

1.24[kg]m
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CAN bus connector

The connector is used to connect the CAN to inverters which are
provided with a Sub-D connection for the CAN bus. An integrated
CAN terminating resistor can be switched on/off. Internal spring
terminals make the use of special mounting tools superfluous. The
switch setting can be read from two sides.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPM-T950
CAN bus connector:
Node

• Sub-D, 90°
• Screw terminals

EPM-T951
CAN bus connector:
Terminating

• Sub-D, 90°
• Screw terminals
• Integrated terminating resistor

EPM-T952
CAN bus connector:
Straight

• Sub-D, 180°
• Screw terminals
• Switchable terminating resistor

EWZ0046
CAN bus connector:
Switch

• Sub-D, 90°
• Spring-loaded terminal
• Switchable terminating resistor

MC cards

In addition to the available standard interfaces, the Controllers can
be optionally extended with further fieldbuses. This enables a very
universal implementation into themachine control. These fieldbuses
can be ordered or retrofitted as MC cards.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPCZEBKM9

MC card

• 2 x CAN interface (MC-CAN2)

EPCZEBKM5• 1 x PROFIBUS master (MC-PBM)

EPCZEBKM6• 1 x PROFIBUS slave (MC-PBS)

EPCZEBKM8• 1 x PROFINET device (MC-PND)

EPCZEBKMD• 1 x RS232, RS422, RS485 (MC-ISI)

EPCZEBKM1• 1 x EtherNet (MC-ETH)
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Product key

C 3 0 G A C 0 0 0 0 0 F 3 G X X X  -  0 2 S 3  0 0 0 0 0c 3 0 0

Product

Runtime software control technology

Product key

0 − No

8 − MC-PND (PROFINET Device)

3 − FAST Runtime

C − WEC7 Core

Operating system

Controller c300
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Equipment

LAN 1

Ethernet 10/100 Mbps

I/O System 1000

- up to 64 modules
- Analog and digital inputs
and outputs
- additional modules

CANopen Master and Slave

Status display

Supply voltage

DC 24 V

Option interface

Bus system extension

SD card

Data memory for project data

USB

USB flash drive connection for
backup and
maintenance

4 LEDs

Status display

EtherCAT Master

Safety topology extension
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Product information

Basedon the3200C, the c300 fits seamlessly into our platformwhich
is built on a consistently modern system architecture. The benefits:
within theController-basedAutomation system, theprecisely tailored
Controller c300 takes responsibility for all of your control tasks. It fo-
cusses primarily onbasic control (PLC) andmotion tasks. Space-saving
and intelligent at the same time.

Highlights

• Small control systemwith I/Omodules which can be connected in
series and integratedmaster interfaces for EtherCAT andCanOpen

• Easy standard set-up and data backup via USB flash drive
• Canbeextendedwith communication interfacePROFINET-Device)
• uture-proof due to compliance with industrial standards
• High system-availability
- Integrated UPS solution
- Easy device replacement thanks to replaceable memory card

• Nomaintenance required thanks to batteryless and fanless design

I/O system 1000 as local I/Os

At a speed of 48 Mbps, which is extremely fast, the c300 controller
and the I/Omodules communicate with each other via an extremely
efficient backplanebus. Like this, it is possible tomount agreat variety
of configurations of the IO system directly on the controller in a
flexible fashion. Precisely tailored to your application.

Safety topology with EtherCAT®

The Safety Controller c250-S clears theway for planning the complete
drive and safety technology from one single source. The entire ma-
chine safety can be programmed with only one engineering tool,
based on the PLCOpen standard - irrespective whether it is about
"grey" or "yellow" control technology.
The deep integration of the functional safety into the automation
systemmakes the engineering easier, improves the diagnostics op-
tions and reduces the number of interfaces and components.
This saves time and money and finally increases the availability and
flexibility of the machine.
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Product information

High-precision control for optimummanufacturing resultsLogic (PLC) and motion in a single device
• Touch probe-compatible inputs• Optimised for machines/machine modules with central motion

control • High-precision output control
• Easy engineering thanks to central data storage • Highly deterministic backplane bus with precise 1 µs

time stamp

Prepared for the future thanks to compliance with industrial stand-
ards

Easy to use
• Automated standard set-up and data backup via USB stick

• Programming in IEC61131-3• Easy device replacement by the pluggable SD card Application
Credit 0 • Motion Control as per PLCopen

• Diagnostics via implemented web server or EASY Starter • PLC Designer based on CODESYS3

I/O system 1000 as local I/OsCommunicative
• Permanentwiringdue to separationof electronics andbasemodule• EtherCAT® as a fast bus system directly on board (in preparation)

• CANopen on board • Fast diagnostics achieved thanks to clear labelling of the LEDs as-
signed to each channel• Precisely tailored by modular extension option

• Easy connection thanks to inclusion of printed circuit diagram
• Fully integrated shield connectionwithout special shield terminals
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Lenze FAST

FASTMotion functions serve to implement individual extensions. The
»EASY Starter« can be used to subsequently optimise and diagnose
the system.

Lenze FAST (Feasibly Applicable Software Toolbox) provides Lenze
standard softwaremodules for easily developing amodularmachine
control.

For this purpose, the »PLC Designer« engineering tool with the "FAST
Application Template" provides for an easy programming and com-
missioning as standardised software structure and with predefined
technology modules.

FAST Application Template

The FAST Application Template can be used via a library in the »PLC
Designer«. The library contains the structure and basic functionality

The FAST Application Template is standardised by Lenze for a modu-
larised and clear programming in the »PLC Designer«.

of the FAST Application Template (as, for instance, statemachine and
error handling).
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Lenze FAST

FAST technology modules

The FAST technology modules are contained in the »PLC Designer«
as independent functionblocks in a library. Theyuse the standardised

The predefined FAST technology modules serve to easily implement
the desired machine functions.

interfacesandcan thusbeeasily integrated into themachineprogram,
combined in any way and extended individually with FAST Motion
functions.

The FAST technology modules are standardised software modules
for amodularprogrammingof themachine control. A FAST technology
module features a complete andpre-testeddrive function. Integrated
basic functions and an integrated visualisation provide for an easy
commissioning and testing of the modules. The reusability of the
modules increases the quality of the software and considerably re-
duces the time required forprogramming, commissioningand testing.

FAST Motion

If the functionalities of the FAST technology modules are not suffi-
cient, they can be adapted and extended individually using the FAST

FASTMotion provides full flexibility and scalability for programming
and comprises optimised function blocks based on "PLCopenmotion
control": Motionmodules. Thesemodules are capable to programanynumber

of functions.
• "Motion Control" modules (based on PLCopen Motion Control
(formerly part 1+2) are optimised for thebasic functions "position-
ing" and "cams" (synchronising).

The »PLC Designer« contains the "Motion Control" modules in two
libraries.
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Standards and operating conditions

Mode

c300Controller
Conformity

Low-Voltage DirectiveCE

2014/30/EU

TP TC 020/2011 (TR CU 020/2011)EAC
Approval

Process Control Equipment (File-No. E236341)UL 508C

CSA C22.2 No. 61010-2-201UL/CSA
UL 61010-2-201

Degree of protection

IP20EN 60529

NEMA 250
Climatic conditions

1K3 (Temperature: -5 °C ... +45 °C)Storage (EN 60721-3-1)

2K3 (temperature: -25 °C ... +70 °C)Transport (EN 60721-3-2)

3K3 (temperature: 0 °C ... +55 °C)Operation (EN 60721-3-3)
Degree of pollution

2EN 61131-2
Site altitude

2000[m]HmaxAmsl
Vibration resistance

1 gVibration (EN 61131-2)

15 gMechanical shock (EN 61131-2)
Noise emission

Industrial premisesEN 61000-6-4
Noise immunity

ESD: Severity 3EN 61000-4-2

150 kHz ... 80 MHz, 10 V/m 80 % AM (1 kHz)EN 61000-4-6

80 kHz ... 1000 MHz, 10 V/m 80 % AM (1 kHz)EN 61000-4-3
1.4 GHz ... 2.0 GHz, 3 V/m, 80 % AM (1kHz)
2.0 GHz ... 2.7 GHz, 1 V/m, 80 % AM (1kHz)

Burst: Severity 3EN 61000-4-4
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Rated data

Mode

c300Controller
Processor type

ARM Cortex A8800Fanless
Storage medium

512[MB]SD card
Interfaces

1Ethernet

1EtherCAT Master

1CANopen

1USB
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Max. current consumption

0.70[A]ImaxWith connected I/Os

0.60[A]ImaxWithout connected I/Os
Operating system

Windows® Embedded Compact 7
Memory size

128[kB]Retain data

512[MB]Main memory (RAM)

2[GB]Min. internal flash memory
Runtime

●FAST Runtime

●Visualisation
Dimensions

127 x 42 x 102[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.33[kg]m
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Dimensions

Without PROFINET

1
2
7

10
2

42

With PROFINET

1
2
7

10
2

42
73.3

Dimensions [mm]
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Connection plan

Connection plan for (24 V) voltage supply

Mains connection

Cable typeConnection typeConnection

Cable with Combicon-plug (cable
cross-section max. 2.5 mm2)

3-pole Combicon socketDC supply (24 V)
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Safety Controller

Safety in the system does not begin with the drives first, but at the
control level.

With the expansion of the controller software to include the Safety
Controller c250-S a complete automation solution is provided for
safety engineeringand control anddrive tasks. Toppedwith the safety
I/O module, all the safety aspects in the machine module can be
evaluated.
EtherCAT is used for data transfer.

Product keyFeaturesMode

C25BAYSQ-Safety Controller c250-S
• Compact Controller c250-S for easy mounting using the DIN rail
• High-quality safety solution thanks to PL e/SIL 3

C25BAYCB-Safety bus coupler
• Supported network: EtherCAT with safety-over EtherCAT (FSoE =
Fail Safe over EtherCAT)

C25BAYA42-Safety I/O module
• Expansion of the Safety Controller with 4 safe inputs and 2 safe
outputs

Safety Controller

Implementation according to PLCopen, TC 5Functions

SF_Equivalent
SF_Antivalent

Equivalence / antivalence test

SF_ModeSelectorOperation mode selector

SF_EmergencyStopEmergency stop, emergency off

SF_ESPE (electro-sensitive protective equipment)
Monitoring of electro-sensitive protective
equipment (ESPE)

SF_GuardMonitoringGuard monitoring

SF_GuardLockingGuard monitoring with locking

SF_TwoHandControlTypeII
SF_TwoHandControlTypeIII

Two-hand control

SF_MutingSeq
SF_MutingParMuting
SF_MutingPar_2Sensors

SF_TestableSafetySensorCyclic test of ESPE

SF_EnableSwitchEnable switch

SF_OutControl
Controlling safety outputwith standard control-
ler and safety controller

SF_EDM (external device monitoring)Monitoring of feedback loop

Technical data

240 mA via E-bus connectionRated current

5 V via E-bus connectionDC supply voltage
24 V via safety bus coupler

120 mm x 25mm x 90mmDimensions h x w x d

IP20Degree of protection
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Application Credit

With Lenze FAST, technologymodules formotion control areprovided.
In order that these modules are used, the following Application
Credit is required.
If different technologymodules areused, thedemand forApplication
Credit must be added for all modules used.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPCZEMSD0L1005

Application Credit

• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 50 points

EPCZEMSD0L1010• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 100 points

EPCZEMSD0L1015• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 150 points

EPCZEMSD0L1020• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 200 points

EPCZEMSD0L1030• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 300 points

EPCZEMSD0L1040• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 400 points

EPCZEMSD0L1050• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 500 points

EPCZEMSD0L1060• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 600 points

EPCZEMSD0L1070• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 700 points

EPCZEMSD0L1100• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 1000 points

EPCZEMSD0L1120• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 1200 points

EPCZEMSD0L1150• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 1500 points

EPCZEMSD0L1200• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 2000 points

EPCZEMSD0L1250• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 2500 points

EPCZEMSD0L1300• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 3000 points

EPCZEMSD0L1400• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 4000 points

FAST technology modules

Single drives

Points for
use

FunctionTechnology module

25

Implementation of a virtual master axis in the machineVirtual Master

Provideseasybasicmotion functions:Manual jog,homing, absoluteand relativepositioning,
continuous travel

Basic Motion

Synchronisation and coupling of drives with precise speed and positioning.Electrical Shaft

50
Implementation of one or several electric cams. Flexible management of curves created
online and offline.

Flex Cam

100Synchronised movements of drives for cross-sealing and/or cross-cutting of products.Cross Cutter
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Application Credit

FAST technology modules

Points for
use

FunctionTechnology module

100

Implementation of a clock-synchronised drive for generating a register control with print
mark detection.

Register control

Implementation of a winding drive with dancer position control and/or a winding drive
with tensile force/speed control

Winder Dancer

50Positioning profiles for single axes with smoothing and touch probe positioningTable Positioning

100Cutting and processing of material while movingFlying Saw

50

Control of the temperature of a system that is provided with a heating element and a
thermal sensor.

Temperature Control

Distribution of products via several conveying belts. An intelligent distribution results in
optimum packaging of products.

Smart Track

Thepreparationof single products to package them ingroups. Is implemented comfortably
with the two-pass conveyor.

Magic Track

FAST dimensioning

The FAST modules can be connected easily with the PLC Designer.
Which module is to be selected, depends on the automation dimen-
sioning of the machine. In order to define the correct Application
Credit, the points of each module simply have to be added up. The
required Application Credit is deducted each time a technology
module is called.

Example 2:Example 1:
• 1x Virtual Master (25 points)• 1x Virtual Master (25 points)

• 1x Electrical Shaft (25 points) • 1x Electrical Shaft (25 points)
• 2x Flex Cam (100 points)• 2x Winder Dancer (200 points)
Result: 150 points• 1x Cross Cutter (100 points)

Result: 350 points
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Application Credit

FAST Motion

FAST Motion provides a scalable programming of function blocks
based on "PLCopen Motion Control".
If you use the technologymodules in the application, the basic func-
tions of the FAST Motion are accessed both for single axes and for
coordinated multi-axes systems.
If you do not want to use the technology modules for the motion
control in your application, the application can, for instance, be im-
plemented as well with your own program code on the basis of the
FAST Motion.

Points for
use

FunctionFast Motion

150-Motion Control

If you use FAST technology modules, the Application Credit already
includes the required function of the FAST Motion. In this case, no
additional pointshave tobe considered for theuseof the FASTMotion.

If you use the FASTMotion as a basic function for themotion control,
the points according to the FAST Motion table apply.
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SD card and USB flash drive

SD cards and USB flash drives are available for data storage and data
backups.

ƒ A SD card is part of the scope of supply of the controller.
ƒ SD card without Application Credit.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPCZEMSD0L0000Application Credit 0 • 512 MB

EPCZEMUS6USB flash drive • 4 GB

24 V power supply unit

An external power supply unit is also available as an alternative for
powering the controller's control electronics.

24 V power supply unit

Rated data

Product key

EZV2400-000
Rated voltage

230[V]UN, ACAC
Rated mains current

1.20[A]IN, AC
Output voltage

DC 22.5 ...28.5[V]Uout
Rated current

10.0[A]IN
Dimensions

130 x 85 x 125[mm]h x b x t
Mass

1.24[kg]m
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Product key

P 5 0 G A P X X X  -  02                 4  0 0 0p 5 0 0 0 3 0 0 M5H

Product

0 − No
6 − MC-PBS (PROFIBUS Slave)
8 − MC-PND (PROFINET Device)
9 − MC-CAN2 (CANopen)

Option interface MC 1

0 − No
3 − FAST Runtime

Runtime software control technology

Product key

9 − 17.8 cm (7 “)
4 − 26.4 cm (10.4 “)
6 −  38.1 cm (15 “)

Display diagonal

S1 - Application Credit 0
A0 - Application Credit 50 
A1 - Application Credit 100  
A2 - Application Credit 150  
A3 - Application Credit 200  
A4 - Application Credit 300  
A5 - Application Credit 400  
A6 - Application Credit 500  
A7 - Application Credit 600  
A8 - Application Credit 700
A9 - Application Credit 1000    

 Application Credit 

AA - Application Credit 1200  
AB - Application Credit 1500  
AC - Application Credit 2000  
AD - Application Credit 2500  
AE - Application Credit 3000  
AF - Application Credit 4000  

15 - 1000 power tags
16 - 2000 power tags

Power tags

Controller p500 - 26.4 cm (10.4")

Controller p500 - 17.8 cm (7")

Controller p500 - 38.1 cm (15")
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Equipment

Safety topology extension
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Product information

Control and visualisation combined in a compact unit.
We have taken yet another step towards creating an easier future
with the p500 – a perfect combination of maintenance-free panel-
mounted controller, logic (PLC), motion and visualisation in a single
device. It is ideally suited for use as a control and visualisation system
within Controller-based Automation systems, suiting applications
with centralmotion control or as a visualisation devicewithin a drive-
based automation system.

Highlights
• Logic (PLC), motion and visualisation in a single device
• Machine-oriented and high-precision control for optimummanu-
facturing results

• Easy to use
• Prepared for the future thanks to compliance with industrial
standards

Controller p500 - 38.1 cm (15")

Integrated Ethernet switchVersions
The integrated switch allows line topologies to be established using
Ethernet without the need for a separate switch as an infrastructure

The p500 device series encompasses 3 versions, which only differ in
termsof their screen size. All other technical properties are absolutely
identical. component. In addition to this, a free interface provides allows a

diagnostics device such as a service technician's laptop to be connec-
ted without having to access the bus physics.

Safety topology with EtherCAT®

The Safety Controller c250-S clears theway for planning the complete
drive and safety technology from one single source. The entire ma-
chine safety can be programmed with only one engineering tool,
based on the PLCOpen standard - irrespective whether it is about
"grey" or "yellow" control technology.
The deep integration of the functional safety into the automation
systemmakes the engineering easier, improves the diagnostics op-
tions and reduces the number of interfaces and components.
This saves time and money and finally increases the availability and
flexibility of the machine.
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Product information

Easy to useLogic (PLC), motion and visualisation in a single device
• Easy use of FAST via pluggable SD card with Application Credit for
Motion Control or Coordinated Motion

• Optimised for machine(modules) with central motion control
• Easy engineering thanks to central data storage

• Automated standard set-up and data backup via USB stick
• Easy device replacement by means of the pluggable SD card with
the corresponding Application Credit

• Diagnostics by implemented web server or EASY Starter

Prepared for the future thanks to compliance with industrial stand-
ards

High degree of system availability
• Maintenance-free

• Programming in IEC61131-3• Fanless
• No battery • Motion Control as per PLCopen

• PLC Designer based on CODESYS3

Variable front panel conceptCommunicative
• Easy customizing of the front panels (foils, smart customising)• EtherCAT® as a fast bus system directly on board (in preparation)

• CANopen on board
• Precisely tailored by modular extension option
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Lenze FAST

FASTMotion functions serve to implement individual extensions. The
»EASY Starter« can be used to subsequently optimise and diagnose
the system.

Lenze FAST (Feasibly Applicable Software Toolbox) provides Lenze
standard softwaremodules for easily developing amodularmachine
control.

For this purpose, the »PLC Designer« engineering tool with the "FAST
Application Template" provides for an easy programming and com-
missioning as standardised software structure and with predefined
technology modules.

FAST Application Template

The FAST Application Template can be used via a library in the »PLC
Designer«. The library contains the structure and basic functionality

The FAST Application Template is standardised by Lenze for a modu-
larised and clear programming in the »PLC Designer«.

of the FAST Application Template (as, for instance, statemachine and
error handling).
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Lenze FAST

FAST technology modules

The FAST technology modules are contained in the »PLC Designer«
as independent functionblocks in a library. Theyuse the standardised

The predefined FAST technology modules serve to easily implement
the desired machine functions.

interfacesandcan thusbeeasily integrated into themachineprogram,
combined in any way and extended individually with FAST Motion
functions.

The FAST technology modules are standardised software modules
for amodularprogrammingof themachine control. A FAST technology
module features a complete andpre-testeddrive function. Integrated
basic functions and an integrated visualisation provide for an easy
commissioning and testing of the modules. The reusability of the
modules increases the quality of the software and considerably re-
duces the time required forprogramming, commissioningand testing.

FAST Motion

If the functionalities of the FAST technology modules are not suffi-
cient, they can be adapted and extended individually using the FAST

FAST Motion provides full flexibility and scalability for machine pro-
gramming and comprises optimised function blocks based on
"PLCopen motion control": Motionmodules. Thesemodules are capable to programanynumber

of functions.
• "Motion Control” modules (based on PLCopen Motion Control
(formerly part 1+2) are optimised for thebasic functions "position-
ing" and "cams" (synchronising).

The »PLC Designer« contains the "Motion Control" modules in two
libraries and the "Coordinated Motion" modules in one library.

• "Coordinated Motion" modules (based on PLCopen Coordinated
Motion (part 4) are optimised for multi-axis coordinated three-di-
mensionalmovements –which can also be controlled via the FAST
technology modules "Pick & Place".
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Standards and operating conditions

Mode

p500Controller
Conformity

Low-Voltage DirectiveCE

2014/30/EU

TP TC 020/2011 (TR CU 020/2011)EAC
Approval

Process Control Equipment (File-No. E236341)UL 508C

CSA 22.2 No.142UL/CSA
Degree of protection

IP65 (front)EN 60529
IP20 (back)

Type 1NEMA 250
Climatic conditions

1K3 (Temperature: -5 °C ... +45 °C)Storage (EN 60721-3-1)

2K3 (temperature: -25 °C ... +70 °C)Transport (EN 60721-3-2)

3K3 (temperature: 0 °C ... +55 °C)Operation (EN 60721-3-3)
Degree of pollution

2EN 61131-2
Site altitude

3000[m]HmaxAmsl
Vibration resistance

1 gVibration (EN 61131-2)

15 gMechanical shock (EN 61131-2)

5 Hz ≤ f ≤ 13.2 Hz: ± 1 mm amplitudeOperation (Germanischer Lloyd)
Noise emission

Industrial premisesEN 61000-6-4
Noise immunity

ESD: Severity 3EN 61000-4-2

150 kHz ... 80 MHz, 10 V/m 80 % AM (1 kHz)EN 61000-4-6

80 kHz ... 1000 MHz, 10 V/m 80 % AM (1 kHz)EN 61000-4-3
1.4 GHz ... 2.0 GHz, 3 V/m, 80 % AM (1kHz)
2.0 GHz ... 2.7 GHz, 1 V/m, 80 % AM (1kHz)

Burst: Severity 3EN 61000-4-4
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Standards and operating conditions

Relative humidity

Display diagonal 17.8 cm /7.0 "

Display diagonal 26.4 cm /10.4 "

Display diagonal 38.1 cm /15.0 "

[A] Storage
[B] Operation
[C] Transport
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Rated data

Mode

p500Controller
Display

38.126.417.8[cm]Screen diagonal

15.010.47.0["]

TFTDisplay

colorDesign

GraphicsType

262144Number of colours

1024 x 768800 x 600800 x 480[Pixel]Resolution

400320[cd/m2]Brightness

1 : 7001 : 400Contrast
Operator control

Resistive touchscreenScreen
Processor type

Intel® Atom™ 1.75 GHzFanless
Storage medium

512[MB]SD card 1)

Interfaces

2Ethernet (integrated switch)

1EtherCAT

2USB

Interface connection for CANopen (MC-CAN2)Option
Interface connection for PROFIBUS Slave (MC-PBS)
Interface connection for PROFINET-Device (MC-PND)

Interface connection for EtherNet (MC-ETH)
Interface connection for RS232, 422, 485 (MC-ISI)

Supply voltage

24[V]± 25%UinDC
Max. current consumption

0.70 2)0.60 2)0.50 2)[A]Imax
1.50 3)1.30 3)1.20 3)

Operating system

Windows® CE 6.0

1 x SD card included in the scope of supply.1)

Without optional cards and USB load.2)

2x 500 mA USB 1+2, with MC-CAN2module, 30 s max. after switching-on.3)
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Rated data

Mode

p500Controller
Display

38.126.417.8[cm]Screen diagonal

15.010.47.0["]
Memory size

512[MB]Programmemory

4000[MB]Data memory

4[kB]Flags

1024[kB]Retain data

10000Max. number of persistently saved
visualisation alarms

2[GB]Main memory (RAM)

4[GB]Min. internal flash memory
Runtime

●FAST Runtime 1)

●Visualisation
Dimensions

310 x 390 x 93240 x 282 x 86155 x 210 x 86[mm]h x b x t
Mass

4.502.501.40[kg]m

Optional1)
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Dimensions

DimensionsDisplay

Screen diagonal

e3e2e1b2b1ba2a1a

[mm][mm][mm][mm][mm][mm][mm][mm][mm]["][cm]

22.04.0082.01041361551821912107.017.8

22.04.0082.010422124018226328210.426.4

27.06.0087.010429131018237139015.038.1
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Connection plan

Connection plan for (24 V) voltage supply

MeaningPosition

ControllerA

Power supply unitB

Protective earth connection on the supply side (PE, internally bridged with GND)C

Mains connection

Cable typeConnection typeConnection

Cable with Combicon-plug (cable
cross-section max. 2.5 mm2)

3-pole Combicon socketDC supply (24 V)

Separate earth conductor (1.2 ...
2.5 mm2with ring cable lug)

M4 (PH 2)PE connection
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Safety Controller

Safety in the system does not begin with the drives first, but at the
control level.

With the expansion of the controller software to include the Safety
Controller c250-S a complete automation solution is provided for
safety engineeringand control anddrive tasks. Toppedwith the safety
I/O module, all the safety aspects in the machine module can be
evaluated.
EtherCAT is used for data transfer.

Product keyFeaturesMode

C25BAYSQ-Safety Controller c250-S
• Compact Controller c250-S for easy mounting using the DIN rail
• High-quality safety solution thanks to PL e/SIL 3

C25BAYCB-Safety bus coupler
• Supported network: EtherCAT with safety-over EtherCAT (FSoE =
Fail Safe over EtherCAT)

C25BAYA42-Safety I/O module
• Expansion of the Safety Controller with 4 safe inputs and 2 safe
outputs

Safety Controller

Implementation according to PLCopen, TC 5Functions

SF_Equivalent
SF_Antivalent

Equivalence / antivalence test

SF_ModeSelectorOperation mode selector

SF_EmergencyStopEmergency stop, emergency off

SF_ESPE (electro-sensitive protective equipment)
Monitoring of electro-sensitive protective
equipment (ESPE)

SF_GuardMonitoringGuard monitoring

SF_GuardLockingGuard monitoring with locking

SF_TwoHandControlTypeII
SF_TwoHandControlTypeIII

Two-hand control

SF_MutingSeq
SF_MutingParMuting
SF_MutingPar_2Sensors

SF_TestableSafetySensorCyclic test of ESPE

SF_EnableSwitchEnable switch

SF_OutControl
Controlling safety outputwith standard control-
ler and safety controller

SF_EDM (external device monitoring)Monitoring of feedback loop

Technical data

240 mA via E-bus connectionRated current

5 V via E-bus connectionDC supply voltage
24 V via safety bus coupler

120 mm x 25mm x 90mmDimensions h x w x d

IP20Degree of protection
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Application Credit

With Lenze FAST, technologymodules areprovided forMotionControl
and Coordinated Motion. In order that these modules are used, the
following Application Credit is required.
If different technologymodules areused, thedemand forApplication
Credit must be added for all modules used.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPCZEMSD0L1005

Application Credit

• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 50 points

EPCZEMSD0L1010• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 100 points

EPCZEMSD0L1015• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 150 points

EPCZEMSD0L1020• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 200 points

EPCZEMSD0L1030• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 300 points

EPCZEMSD0L1040• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 400 points

EPCZEMSD0L1050• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 500 points

EPCZEMSD0L1060• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 600 points

EPCZEMSD0L1070• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 700 points

EPCZEMSD0L1100• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 1000 points

EPCZEMSD0L1120• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 1200 points

EPCZEMSD0L1150• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 1500 points

EPCZEMSD0L1200• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 2000 points

EPCZEMSD0L1250• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 2500 points

EPCZEMSD0L1300• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 3000 points

EPCZEMSD0L1400• Licence for use of FAST Application Software, 4000 points

FAST technology modules

Single drives

Points for
use

FunctionTechnology module

25

Implementation of a virtual master axis in the machineVirtual Master

Provideseasybasicmotion functions:Manual jog,homing, absoluteand relativepositioning,
continuous travel

Basic Motion

Synchronisation and coupling of drives with precise speed and positioning.Electrical Shaft

50
Implementation of one or several electric cams. Flexible management of curves created
online and offline.

Flex Cam

100Synchronised movements of drives for cross-sealing and/or cross-cutting of products.Cross Cutter
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Application Credit

FAST technology modules

Points for
use

FunctionTechnology module

100

Implementation of a clock-synchronised drive for generating a register control with print
mark detection.

Register control

Implementation of a winding drive with dancer position control and/or a winding drive
with tensile force/speed control

Winder Dancer

50Positioning profiles for single axes with smoothing and touch probe positioningTable Positioning

100Cutting and processing of material while movingFlying Saw

50

Control of the temperature of a system that is provided with a heating element and a
thermal sensor.

Temperature Control

Distribution of products via several conveying belts. An intelligent distribution results in
optimum packaging of products.

Smart Track

Thepreparationof single products to package them ingroups. Is implemented comfortably
with the two-pass conveyor.

Magic Track
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Application Credit

FAST technology modules

Coordinated multi-axes drives

Points for
use

FunctionKinematicsFunctionTechnology module

100

Universal Cartesian portal
kinematics with 2, 3 and 4

Portal

Implementationof complex
three-dimensional move-
ments bymeans of profiles
for up to four drives with
different kinematics.

Pick&Place

degrees of freedom for
Pick&Place with high load
capacities and big work-
spaces

Universally usable belt kin-
ematics with 2 degrees of
freedom *

Belt

200

Parallel kinematics with 2
degrees of freedom * for

Delta 2
highly dynamic Pick&Place
tasks

Parallel kinematics with 3
degrees of freedom * for

Delta 3
highly dynamic Pick&Place
tasks

Parallel kinematics with 3
degrees of freedomwith

LinearDelta 3
linear axes for dynamic pick
& place tasks.

Universal serial Scara kin-
ematics with 2 and 3 de-
grees of freedom

Scara

Special form of an articu-
lated arm kinematics with

Articulated P
4 degrees of freedom espe-
cially suitable for palletizing

300

Implementation of gripper
movements which, for in-

Track Pick & Place
stance, pick up workpieces
from a conveying belt and
place or position themonto
another conveying belt

FAST dimensioning

The FAST modules can be connected easily with the PLC Designer.
Which module is to be selected, depends on the automation dimen-
sioning of the machine. In order to define the correct Application
Credit, the points of each module simply have to be added up. The
required Application Credit is deducted each time a technology
module is called.

Example 2:Example 1:
• 1x Virtual Master (25 points)• 1x Virtual Master (25 points)

• 1x Electrical Shaft (25 points) • 1x Electrical Shaft (25 points)
• 2x Flex Cam (100 points)• 2x Winder Dancer (200 points)
Result: 150 points• 1x Cross Cutter (100 points)

Result: 350 points
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Application Credit

FAST Motion

FAST Motion provides a scalable programming of function blocks
based on "PLCopen Motion Control".
If you use the technologymodules in the application, the basic func-
tions of the FAST Motion are accessed both for single axes and for
coordinated multi-axes systems.
If you do not want to use the technology modules for the motion
control in your application, the application can, for instance, be im-
plemented as well with your own program code on the basis of the
FAST Motion.

Points for
use

FunctionFast Motion

150

-

Motion Control

300Coordinated Motion

If you use FAST technology modules, the Application Credit already
includes the required function of the FAST Motion. In this case, no
additional pointshave tobe considered for theuseof the FASTMotion.

If you use the FASTMotion as a basic function for themotion control,
the points according to the FAST Motion table apply.
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SD card and USB flash drive

SD cards and USB flash drives are available for data storage and data
backups.

ƒ A SD card is part of the scope of supply of the controller.
ƒ SD card without Application Credit.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPCZEMSD0L0000Application Credit 0 • 512 MB

EPCZEMUS6USB flash drive • 4 GB

24 V power supply unit

An external power supply unit is also available as an alternative for
powering the controller's control electronics.

24 V power supply unit

Rated data

Product key

EZV2400-000
Rated voltage

230[V]UN, ACAC
Rated mains current

1.20[A]IN, AC
Output voltage

DC 22.5 ...28.5[V]Uout
Rated current

10.0[A]IN
Dimensions

130 x 85 x 125[mm]h x b x t
Mass

1.24[kg]m
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CAN bus connector

The connector is used to connect the CAN to inverters which are
provided with a Sub-D connection for the CAN bus. An integrated
CAN terminating resistor can be switched on/off. Internal spring
terminals make the use of special mounting tools superfluous. The
switch setting can be read from two sides.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPM-T950
CAN bus connector:
Node

• Sub-D, 90°
• Screw terminals

EPM-T951
CAN bus connector:
Terminating

• Sub-D, 90°
• Screw terminals
• Integrated terminating resistor

EPM-T952
CAN bus connector:
Straight

• Sub-D, 180°
• Screw terminals
• Switchable terminating resistor

EWZ0046
CAN bus connector:
Switch

• Sub-D, 90°
• Spring-loaded terminal
• Switchable terminating resistor

Protection films

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPCZMFD810.9 cm (4.3")
• Protection of the surface against chemicals and mechanical damages
(Packaging unit: 2 pieces)

EPCZMFD917.8 cm (7 ")

EPCZMFD426.4 cm (10.4 ")

MC cards

In addition to the available standard interfaces, the Controllers can
be optionally extended with further fieldbuses. This enables a very
universal implementation into themachine control. These fieldbuses
can be ordered or retrofitted as MC cards.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPCZEBKM9

MC card

• 2 x CAN interface (MC-CAN2)

EPCZEBKM6• 1 x PROFIBUS slave (MC-PBS)

EPCZEBKM8• 1 x PROFINET device (MC-PND)

EPCZEBKMD• 1 x RS232, RS422, RS485 (MC-ISI)

EPCZEBKM1• 1 x EtherNet (MC-ETH)
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Product key

P 3 0 G A X X X  -  0 2 S 3 1 p 3 0 0 0 0 F 3 G 0 0 00

Product

Option interface MC 1

Runtime software control technology

Product key

Display diagonal

0 − No

8 − MC-PND (PROFINET Device)

0 − No

3 − FAST Runtime

8 − 10.9 cm (4.3 “) 

9 − 17.8 cm (7 “)

4 − 26.4 cm (10.4 “)

4 − 500 power tags

5 − 1000 power tags

Power tags

P - Panel Controller 

H - HMI

Type

C − WEC7 Core

D − WEC7 Prof

Operating system

3- Standard layout 

8- Rear control cabinet installation

Type 

Controller p300 - 17.8 cm (7")

Controller p300 - 10.9 cm (4.3")

Controller p300 - 26.4 cm (10.4")
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Equipment

TFT display

resistive touschscreen

LAN 1

Ethernet 10/100 Mbps

CANopen Master and Slave

Status display

Supply voltage

DC 24 V

Option interface

Bus system extension

SD card

Data memory for project data

USB

USB flash drive connection for

backup and

maintenance

4 LEDs

Status display

EtherCAT Master

Safety topology extension
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Product information

So small, and yet so powerful!
Basedon thep500panel controller, thenewp300 fits seamlessly into
ourplatformwhich is built ona consistentlymodern systemarchitec-
ture.
It combines logic (PLC) and visualisation in a compact device and is
ideally suited to machine applications which only require a low pro-
cessing power. With the same system properties as its older brother
(p500), its true strength lies in its visualisation capabilitieswhenused
as an HMI.

Highlights

• Robust industry-compliant Panel Controller available in sizes
10.9 cm (4.3"),17.8 cm (7") and 26.4 cm (10.4")

• For basic to complex control and visualisation tasks
• Uniform engineering in all phases of the customer's machine de-
velopment process

• High degree of system availability
- Integrated UPS solution
- Easy device replacement thanks to replaceable memory card

• Nomaintenance required thanks to batteryless and fanless design

Operator control and process monitoring functions— p300 as HMIVariants

The strengthof thep300 lies in visualisation tasks.With the integrated
VisiWinNET® visualisation system and the optional logic control sys-

The p300 device series comprises 3 variants differing in the display
size and therefore in the design and dimension of the front module.

tem, the devices are also cost-effective and powerful complete sys-The panel controllers are available with screen diagonals of
tems for operator control and process monitoring. Thanks to tried-10.9 cm (4.3"), 17.8 cm (7"), and26.4 cm (10"). All technical properties

of the controller unit are identical in this series. and-tested standard interfaces, the devices offer a variety of options
for communication with the Lenze systemworld as well as with
master controls.
For an easy dialog between people and machines.

Safety topology with EtherCAT®

The Safety Controller c250-S clears theway for planning the complete
drive and safety technology from one single source. The entire ma-
chine safety can be programmed with only one engineering tool,
based on the PLCOpen standard - irrespective whether it is about
"grey" or "yellow" control technology.
The deep integration of the functional safety into the automation
systemmakes the engineering easier, improves the diagnostics op-
tions and reduces the number of interfaces and components.
This saves time and money and finally increases the availability and
flexibility of the machine.
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Product information

Easy to useLogic (PLC) and visualisation in a single device
• Automated standard set-up and data backup via USB stick• Optimised for machines/modules with central motion control

• Easy engineering thanks to central data storage • Easy device replacement by the pluggable SD card Application
Credit 0

• Diagnostics via implemented web server or EASY Starter

Prepared for the future thanks to compliance with industrial stand-
ards

High degree of system availability
• Maintenance-free

• Programming in IEC61131-3• Fanless
• No battery • PLC Designer based on CODESYS 3

Variable front panel conceptCommunicative
• Easy customizing of the front panels (foils, smart customising)• EtherCAT® as a fast bus system directly on board (in preparation)

• CANopen on board
• Precisely tailored by modular extension option
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Standards and operating conditions

Mode

p300Controller
Display

26.417.810.9[cm]Screen diagonal

10.47.04.3["]
Conformity

Low-Voltage DirectiveCE

2014/30/EU

TP TC 020/2011 (TR CU 020/2011)EAC
Approval

Process Control Equipment (File-No. E236341)UL 508C

CSA C22.2 No. 61010-2-201UL/CSA
UL 61010-2-201

Degree of protection

IP65 (front)EN 60529
IP20 (back)

Type 4NEMA 250
Climatic conditions

1K3 (Temperature: -5 °C ... +45 °C)Storage (EN 60721-3-1)

2K3 (temperature: -25 °C ... +70 °C)Transport (EN 60721-3-2)

3K3 (temperature: 0 °C ... +55 °C)3K3 (temperature: 0 °C ... +50
°C)

Operation (EN 60721-3-3)

Degree of pollution

2EN 61131-2
Site altitude

30002000[m]HmaxAmsl
Vibration resistance

1 gVibration (EN 61131-2)

15 gMechanical shock (EN61131-2)
Noise emission

Industrial premisesEN 61000-6-4
Noise immunity

ESD: Severity 3EN 61000-4-2

150 kHz ... 80 MHz, 10 V/m 80 % AM (1 kHz)EN 61000-4-6

80 kHz ... 1000 MHz, 10 V/m 80 % AM (1 kHz)EN 61000-4-3
1.4 GHz ... 2.0 GHz, 3 V/m, 80 % AM (1kHz)
2.0 GHz ... 2.7 GHz, 1 V/m, 80 % AM (1kHz)

Burst: Severity 3EN 61000-4-4
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Standards and operating conditions

Relative humidity

Display diagonal 10.9 cm /4.3 "

Display diagonal 17.8 cm /7.0 "

Display diagonal 26.4 cm /10.4 "

[A] Storage
[B] Operation
[C] Transport
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Rated data

Mode

p300Controller
Display

26.417.810.9[cm]Screen diagonal

10.47.04.3["]

TFTDisplay

colorDesign

GraphicsType

262144Number of colours

800 x 600800 x 480480 x 272[Pixel]Resolution

400320400[cd/m2]Brightness

1 : 7001 : 400Contrast
Operator control

Resistive touchscreenScreen
Processor type

ARM Cortex A8800Fanless
Storage medium

512[MB]SD card
Interfaces

1Ethernet

1EtherCAT Master

1CANopen

1USB

Interface connection for PROFINET-Device (MC-PND)Option 1)

Supply voltage

24[V]± 25%UinDC
Max. current consumption

0.950.900.85[A]Imax
Operating system

Windows® Embedded Compact 7

In preparation.1)
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Rated data

Mode

p300Controller
Display

26.417.810.9[cm]Screen diagonal

10.47.04.3["]
Memory size

128[kB]Retain data

512[MB]Main memory (RAM)

2[GB]Min. internal flash memory
Runtime

●FAST Runtime 1)

Dimensions

282 x 240 x 51210 x 155 x 51130 x 104 x 45[mm]h x b x t
Mass

2.101.100.53[kg]m

Optional1)
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Dimensions

Without PROFINET

DimensionsDisplay

Screen diagonal

e3e2e1b1ba2a1a

[mm][mm][mm][mm][mm][mm][mm][mm]["][cm]

3.0042.091.01041171171304.310.9

22.04.0047.01361551171912107.017.8

22.04.0047.022124011726328210.426.4
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Dimensions

With PROFINET

DimensionsDisplay

Screen diagonal

e4e3e2e1b1ba2a1a

[mm][mm][mm][mm][mm][mm][mm][mm][mm]["][cm]

73.03.0042.091.01041171171304.310.9

78.022.04.0047.01361551171912107.017.8

78.022.04.0047.022124011726328210.426.4
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Connection plan

Connection plan for (24 V) voltage supply

Mains connection

Cable typeConnection typeConnection

Cable with Combicon-plug (cable
cross-section max. 2.5 mm2)

3-pole Combicon socketDC supply (24 V)

Separate earth conductor (1.2 ...
2.5 mm2with ring cable lug)

M4 (PH 2)PE connection
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Safety Controller

Safety in the system does not begin with the drives first, but at the
control level.

With the expansion of the controller software to include the Safety
Controller c250-S a complete automation solution is provided for
safety engineeringand control anddrive tasks. Toppedwith the safety
I/O module, all the safety aspects in the machine module can be
evaluated.
EtherCAT is used for data transfer.

Product keyFeaturesMode

C25BAYSQ-Safety Controller c250-S
• Compact Controller c250-S for easy mounting using the DIN rail
• High-quality safety solution thanks to PL e/SIL 3

C25BAYCB-Safety bus coupler
• Supported network: EtherCAT with safety-over EtherCAT (FSoE =
Fail Safe over EtherCAT)

C25BAYA42-Safety I/O module
• Expansion of the Safety Controller with 4 safe inputs and 2 safe
outputs

Safety Controller

Implementation according to PLCopen, TC 5Functions

SF_Equivalent
SF_Antivalent

Equivalence / antivalence test

SF_ModeSelectorOperation mode selector

SF_EmergencyStopEmergency stop, emergency off

SF_ESPE (electro-sensitive protective equipment)
Monitoring of electro-sensitive protective
equipment (ESPE)

SF_GuardMonitoringGuard monitoring

SF_GuardLockingGuard monitoring with locking

SF_TwoHandControlTypeII
SF_TwoHandControlTypeIII

Two-hand control

SF_MutingSeq
SF_MutingParMuting
SF_MutingPar_2Sensors

SF_TestableSafetySensorCyclic test of ESPE

SF_EnableSwitchEnable switch

SF_OutControl
Controlling safety outputwith standard control-
ler and safety controller

SF_EDM (external device monitoring)Monitoring of feedback loop

Technical data

240 mA via E-bus connectionRated current

5 V via E-bus connectionDC supply voltage
24 V via safety bus coupler

120 mm x 25mm x 90mmDimensions h x w x d

IP20Degree of protection
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SD card and USB flash drive

SD cards and USB flash drives are available for data storage and data
backups.

ƒ A SD card is part of the scope of supply of the controller.
ƒ SD card without Application Credit.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPCZEMSD0L0000Application Credit 0 • 512 MB

EPCZEMUS6USB flash drive • 4 GB

24 V power supply unit

An external power supply unit is also available as an alternative for
powering the controller's control electronics.

24 V power supply unit

Rated data

Product key

EZV2400-000
Rated voltage

230[V]UN, ACAC
Rated mains current

1.20[A]IN, AC
Output voltage

DC 22.5 ...28.5[V]Uout
Rated current

10.0[A]IN
Dimensions

130 x 85 x 125[mm]h x b x t
Mass

1.24[kg]m
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CAN bus connector

The connector is used to connect the CAN to inverters which are
provided with a Sub-D connection for the CAN bus. An integrated
CAN terminating resistor can be switched on/off. Internal spring
terminals make the use of special mounting tools superfluous. The
switch setting can be read from two sides.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPM-T950
CAN bus connector:
Node

• Sub-D, 90°
• Screw terminals

EPM-T951
CAN bus connector:
Terminating

• Sub-D, 90°
• Screw terminals
• Integrated terminating resistor

EPM-T952
CAN bus connector:
Straight

• Sub-D, 180°
• Screw terminals
• Switchable terminating resistor

EWZ0046
CAN bus connector:
Switch

• Sub-D, 90°
• Spring-loaded terminal
• Switchable terminating resistor

Protection films

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPCZMFD810.9 cm (4.3")
• Protection of the surface against chemicals and mechanical damages
(Packaging unit: 2 pieces)

EPCZMFD917.8 cm (7 ")

EPCZMFD426.4 cm (10.4 ")
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Product information

Complies with the strictest requirements
The availability of Ethernet-based bus systems lays the foundations
for new automation concepts in the field of machine and systems
engineering— the performance limits of established bus systems
are then eliminated.

The L-force I/O system 1000 offers highly deterministic control of
input andoutputmodules,whichalso includes importing touchprobe
inputs, suchas those required for synchronisedmovements in clocked
productionprocesses. Aminimum internal cycle time, in combination
with a time stamp, ensures that the I/O system 1000 itselfmeets the
strictest speed requirements here. As such, it is also suitable for use
in realtime-based architectures.

At the very first glance, the system impresseswith its slimline design,
aswell as its clearly structured labelling anddiagnostics concept. The
I/O modules, which offer space for 8 connections, require just
12.5 mm of space on the conventional DIN rail.

Compact structureUser-oriented connection technique
The "internals" of the I/O system are also user friendly down to the
last detail: the I/O compound module, consisting of terminal block

• Slimline design
• 8 connection points in a width of just 12.5 mm

with backplane bus connection and electronics protected against • Tried-and-tested tension spring technology
polarity reversal, has a modular structure. This allows a defective • Stair-step shaped, space-saving wiring level
electronic module to changed when maintenance work needs to be • Consistent separation of electronics and the wiring level
performed without the wiring from the base module having to be • Up to 64 modules can be connected
disconnected. Service engineers know that this eliminates a common • Automatic connection via the backplane bus
source of errors – incorrectwiring. The stepped design of the connec-
tion level alsooffers advantages, including tension spring connection Performance and robustness
technology and permanent wiring, which has proven itself on • Gold-plated contacts guarantee a secure connection between the

modulesstandard terminals for years. For thewiring itself, a simple screwdriver
is sufficient. The simple and clear system of labelling and wiring for • Fault-tolerant protocols securemaximumavailability – even in the

event of individual frame errorsthe new system alsomakes it a breeze to combinemodules to create
complete stations. The integrated backplane bus allows up to • The large bandwidth of 48 MBits/s allows extremely fast response

times without telegram overheads64 modules to be connected in any desired sequence by simply
plugging them in without the need for any wiring.
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Product information

>Fast diagnosticsPermanent wiring
• Clearly structured labelling and diagnostics concept• 2-part concept: base module and electronic module

• The electronics can be replaced duringmaintenanceworkwithout
touching the wiring

• Bright LEDs are easy to see, even in poorly illuminated control
cabinets

• One LED and one labelling field is clearly assigned to each channel• The item designation remains on the base module
• Codes prevent the incorrect module type from being connected

Integrated shield connectionEasy connection
• Brackets are available as accessories for shield buses• Circuit diagramand connectionplanprinteddirectly on themodule

• Side: detailed view • Direct installation of standard 10 x 3 busbars on the I/O station
• Shield connection possible with standard cable attachments and
shield clamps

• Front: simplified view, also visible when the modules have been
installed

Scalable supply conceptNo tools required for installation
• Themain supply is a fixed component of the bus coupler and sup-
plies both the electronics and the I/O level

• Direct snap-in installation on the DIN rail
• Individual module or entire station can be fitted

• Additional I/O supply available as anoption, in the event thatmore
than 10 A output current is required

• Complete blocks can subsequently be attached to the DIN rail
• The release levers remain open, allowing complete stations to be
fitted and removed • Additional I/O supply and electronic supply available as an option

for extremely large station structures
• Each new I/O supply forms a separate potential area
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Functions and features

Bus coupler module

Product keyMode

Bus coupler

EPM-S110CANopen

EPM-S120PROFIBUS

EPM-S130EtherCAT

EPM-S140PROFINET

EPM-S160Modbus TCP/IP

ƒ Scope of supply: bus coupler module, including power supply
module

Input and output modules

Product keyMode

Abbreviated designationDigital I/O

EPM-S200DI 2, DC 24 V

Inputs

EPM-S201DI 4, DC 24 V

EPM-S202DI 8, DC 24 V

EPM-S203DI 4, DC 24 V

EPM-S207DI 2, 2 µs, DC 24 V

EPM-S204DI 2, NPN, DC 24 V

EPM-S205DI 4, NPN, DC 24 V

EPM-S206DI 8, NPN, DC 24 V

EPM-S300DO 2, DC 24 V, 0.5 A

Outputs

EPM-S301DO 4, DC 24 V, 0.5 A

EPM-S302DO 8, DC 24 V, 0.5 A

EPM-S306DO 2, DC 24 V, 2 A

EPM-S309DO 4, DC 24 V, 2 A

EPM-S310DO2, DC 24 V, 1 µs

EPM-S303DO 2, NPN, DC 24 V, 0.5 A

EPM-S304DO 4, NPN, DC 24 V, 0.5 A

EPM-S305DO 8, NPN, DC 24 V, 0.5 A

EPM-S308Relay 2, AC 230 V, 3 ARELAY

ƒ Scopeof supply: I/O compoundmodule (basemodule+electronic
module)
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Functions and features

Input and output modules

Product keyMode

Abbreviated designationAnalog I/O

EPM-S400AI 2, 12-bit, 0 to 10 V

Inputs

EPM-S401AI 4, 12-bit, 0 to 10 V

EPM-S402AI 2, 12-bit, 0/4 to 20 mA

EPM-S403AI 4, 12-bit, 0/4 to 20 mA

EPM-S406AI 2, 16-bit , -10 V to 10 V

EPM-S408AI 2, 16-bit, 0/4 to 20 mA

EPM-S500AO 2, 12-bit, 0 to 10 V

Outputs
EPM-S501AO 4, 12-bit, 0 to 10 V

EPM-S502AO 2, 12-bit, 0/4 to 20 mA

EPM-S503AO 4, 12-bit, 0/4 to 20 mA

ƒ Scopeof supply: I/O compoundmodule (basemodule+electronic
module)

Function modules

Product keyMode

Abbreviated designationProduct

EPM-S404AI 4, 16-bit, resistor
Temperaturemeasurement

EPM-S405AI 2, 16-bit, Thermo

EPM-S600Counter 1, DC 24 V

Counter
EPM-S601Counter 2, DC 24 V

EPM-S602Counter 1, DC 5 V

EPM-S603Counter 2, DC 24 V

EPM-S604SSIEncoder evaluation

EPM-S620PWM

Technology modules EPM-S640RS -232

EPM-S650RS -422/485

ƒ Scopeof supply: I/O compoundmodule (basemodule+electronic
module)
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Functions and features

Power supply modules

Product keyMode

Abbreviated designationProduct

EPM-S700Power BC

Power supply modules EPM-S701Power DC 24 V

EPM-S702Power DC 24 V / 24 V

ƒ Scope of supply for EPM-S700: electronic module
Scope of supply for EPM-S701 to 702: I/O compound module
(base module + electronic module)

Potential distribution modules

Product keyMode

Abbreviated designationProduct

EPM-S910Supply 8 x DC 24 V
Potential distributionmod-
ules

EPM-S911Supply 8 x DC 0 V

EPM-S912Supply 4 x DC 24 V / 0 V
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Compiling an I/O system

The I/O system 1000 can be used to create a very individual, tailored
system for the most diverse of applications. A total of up to 64 I/O
modules can be integrated.

Operation with bus coupler

The bus couplers are used to connect the I/O system to a control via
a bus system, in which a 24V power supply module, the so-called
main power supply, is integrated.

Properties of the power supply unit:
• 5Velectronic supply of thebus coupler itself, aswell as the connec-
ted modules.
Maximum output current 3 A

• 24V I/Osupply for the inputsandoutputsof the connectedmodules
Maximumoutput current 7 A (10 A if noUL-conformity is required
in the field of deployment)

A: Electronics supply
B: I/O supply

Extension with power supply modules

In comprehensive systems, operation with just the DC supply via the
bus coupler is sometimes not enough. In cases such as these, the I/O
system can be extended with additional power supply modules.

Depending on which supply is insufficient, there are two different
modules available:
• Power supply module EPM-S701
Additional I/O supply (7 A)

• Power supply module EPM-S702
Additional electronics supply (2 A) and I/O supply (4 A)

A: Electronics supply
B: I/O supply

External supply

The I/O system can also be used to supply 24V consumers. This is
particularly useful when using active sensors which need to be con-
nectedusing three-wire conductors. Powerdistributionmodules EPM-
S91☐which, depending on their design, provide24 V and 0 V for
connection of external sensor technology are available for this.

A: Electronics supply
B: I/O supply
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Standards and operating conditions

Conformity

Low-Voltage DirectiveCE

2006/95/EC

TP TC 020/2011 (TR CU 020/2011)EAC
Approval

Programmable Controller (File-No. E343358)UL 508C
Degree of protection

IP20EN 60529
Climatic conditions

Temperature: -25 °C ... +70 °CStorage (EN 60068-2-14)

Temperature: -25 °C ... +70 °CTransport (EN 60068-14)

Temperature: 0 °C ... +60 °COperation (EN 61131-2)
Site altitude

3000[m]HmaxAmsl
Vibration resistance

1 gVibration (EN 60068-2-6)

15 gMechanical shock (EN 60068-2-27)
Noise emission

Limit class AEN 61000-6-4
Noise immunity

ESD: Severity 3EN 61000-4-2

150 kHz ... 80 MHz, 10 V/m 80% AM (1 kHz)EN 61000-4-6

80 kHz ... 1000 MHz, 10 V/m 80% AM (1 kHz)EN 61000-4-3

Burst: Severity 3EN 61000-4-4

Surge: Severity 3EN 61000-4-5
Insulation resistance

Overvoltage category IIIIEC 61131-2
Above 2000 m amsl overvoltage category II

Insulation voltage to reference
earth/PE

500[V]UACEN 61800-5-1
Electrical isolation

500 V between I/O supply, electronic supply and fieldbus
Protective insulation of control cir-
cuits

Safe mains isolation: double/reinforced insulationEN 61800-5-1
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S130EPM-S120EPM-S110
Mode

EtherCATPROFIBUSCANopenBus coupler
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Max. input current

0.950.900.95[A]Iin,max
Output current

3[A]IoutBackplane bus

7 1)[A]IoutI/O supply
Output voltage

24[V]UoutI/O supply
Max. number of I/O modules

64
Diagnostics

Supply OK / fuse defectiveVoltage supply

Ready for operationRUN-LED as per CANopenBus diagnostics
System errorReady for operation

System error
Fusing

Via power supply module
Communication

EtherCAT (CoE)PROFIBUS-DP-V0CANopen, DS301 V4.02Communication profile
PROFIBUS-DP-V1

Node

Slave
Baud rate

100 Mbps9.6 kbps ... 12 Mbps10 kbps ... 1 Mbpsb
Number of bus nodes

Max. 65535With repeaters: 125127
Without repeaters: 32

Number of PDOs

4 kbytes244 bytes16 Rx / 16 Tx
Device description file

XML (ModularDevice Profile
MDP)

GSEEDS

Can used up to 10 A without UL-approval.1)
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S130EPM-S120EPM-S110
Mode

EtherCATPROFIBUSCANopenBus coupler
Connection

RJ45, doubleSub-D connection, 9-pin
Dimensions

109 x 48 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.16[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S130EPM-S120EPM-S110
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S160EPM-S140
Mode

Modbus TCP/IPPROFINETBus coupler
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Max. input current

0.95[A]Iin,max
Output current

3[A]IoutBackplane bus

7 1)[A]IoutI/O supply
Output voltage

24[V]UoutI/O supply
Max. number of I/O modules

64
Diagnostics

Supply OK / fuse defectiveVoltage supply

Ready for operationBus diagnostics
System error

Fusing

Via power supply module
Communication

Modbus TCP/IPPROFINET (RT/IRT)Communication profile
Node

SlaveDevice
Baud rate

100 Mbpsb
Number of bus nodes

255
Number of PDOs

1 kbytes512 bytes
Device description file

GSDML

Can used up to 10 A without UL-approval.1)
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S160EPM-S140
Mode

Modbus TCP/IPPROFINETBus coupler
Connection

RJ45RJ45, double
Dimensions

109 x 48 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.16[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S160EPM-S140
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Rated data

ƒ Positive switching

Product key

EPM-S202EPM-S201EPM-S200
Mode

DI 8, DC 24 VDI 4, DC 24 VDI 2, DC 24 VAbbreviated designation
Digital inputs

842Number

3[ms]Input filter delay time

1-wire technology1-/2-wire technology1-/2-/3-wire technologyConnection system

IEC 61121-2 type 1Input level
"0": 0 ... 5 V

"1": 15 ... 28.8 V

PNPWiring
Input current

6055[mA]IinBackplane bus
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Communication

8 bits8 bits8 bitsWidth in the input process image
4 bits with bus coupler

EPM-S110
2 bits with bus coupler

EPM-S110

Parameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 LED per channelSignal status

Time stamp
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S202EPM-S201EPM-S200
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Rated data

ƒ Positive switching

Product key

EPM-S207EPM-S203
Mode

DI 2, 2 µs, DC 24 VDI 4, DC 24 VAbbreviated designation
Digital inputs

24Number

0.002 ... 33[ms]Input filter delay time

1-/2-/3-wire technologyConnection system

IEC 61121-2 type 1Input level
"0": 0 ... 5 V

"1": 15 ... 28.8 V

PNPWiring
Input current

8555[mA]IinBackplane bus
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Communication

4 ... 60 bytes8 bitsWidth in the input process image
4 bits with bus coupler EPM-S110

6 bytesParameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 LED per channelSignal status

YesTime stamp
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S207EPM-S203
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Rated data

ƒ Negative switching

Product key

EPM-S206EPM-S205EPM-S204
Mode

DI 8, NPN, DC 24 VDI 4, NPN, DC 24 VDI 2, NPN, DC 24 VAbbreviated designation
Digital inputs

842Number

3[ms]Input filter delay time

1-wire technology1-/2-wire technology1-/2-/3-wire technologyConnection system

IEC 61121-2 type 1Input level
"0": 0 ... 5 V

"1": 15 ... 28.8 V

NPNWiring
Input current

6560[mA]IinBackplane bus
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Communication

8 bits8 bits8 bitsWidth in the input process image
4 bits with bus coupler

EPM-S110
2 bits with bus coupler

EPM-S110
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 LED per channelSignal status

Time stamp
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S206EPM-S205EPM-S204
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Rated data

ƒ Positive switching

Product key

EPM-S302EPM-S301EPM-S300
Mode

DO 8, DC 24 V, 0.5 ADO 4, DC 24 V, 0.5 ADO 2, DC 24 V, 0.5 AAbbreviated designation
Digital outputs

842Number

30 ... 175[µs]TOutput filter delay time

1-wire technology1-/2-wire technology1-/2-/3-wire technologyConnection system

PNPWiring
Input current

6555[mA]IinBackplane bus

15 1)10 1)5 1)[mA]IinI/O supply
Output current

0.50[A]Ioutper channel
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Switching frequency

1000[Hz]fchOhmic load

0.50[Hz]fchInductive load

10.0[Hz]fchLamp load
Communication

Width in the input process image

8 bits8 bits8 bitsWidth in the output process image
4 bits with bus coupler

EPM-S110
2 bits with bus coupler

EPM-S110

Parameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)

+ load current.1)
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Rated data

ƒ Positive switching

Product key

EPM-S302EPM-S301EPM-S300
Mode

DO 8, DC 24 V, 0.5 ADO 4, DC 24 V, 0.5 ADO 2, DC 24 V, 0.5 AAbbreviated designation
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / error / overloadModule status

1 LED per channelSignal status
Short-circuit strength

Electronic
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S302EPM-S301EPM-S300
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Rated data

ƒ Positive switching

Product key

EPM-S310EPM-S309EPM-S306
Mode

DO2, DC 24 V, 1 µsDO 4, DC 24 V, 2 ADO 2, DC 24 V, 2 AAbbreviated designation
Digital outputs

242Number

130 ... 175[µs]TOutput filter delay time

1-/2-wire technology1-/2-/3-wire technologyConnection system

PNPWiring
Input current

8555[mA]IinBackplane bus

14 1)10 1)5 1)[mA]IinI/O supply
Output current

0.502.00 2)[A]Ioutper channel
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Switching frequency

400001000[Hz]fchOhmic load

400000.50[Hz]fchInductive load

4000010.0[Hz]fchLamp load
Communication

4 bytesWidth in the input process image

4 ... 60 bytes8 bits8 bitsWidth in the output process image
4 bits with bus coupler

EPM-S110
2 bits with bus coupler

EPM-S110

2 bytesParameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)

+ load current.1)

On the EPM-S309, the max. total current is 4 A.2)
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Rated data

ƒ Positive switching

Product key

EPM-S310EPM-S309EPM-S306
Mode

DO2, DC 24 V, 1 µsDO 4, DC 24 V, 2 ADO 2, DC 24 V, 2 AAbbreviated designation
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / error / overloadModule status

1 LED per channelSignal status
Short-circuit strength

Electronic
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S310EPM-S309EPM-S306
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Rated data

ƒ Negative switching

Product key

EPM-S305EPM-S304EPM-S303
Mode

DO 8, NPN, DC 24 V, 0.5 ADO 4, NPN, DC 24 V, 0.5 ADO 2, NPN, DC 24 V, 0.5 AAbbreviated designation
Digital outputs

842Number

30 ... 175[µs]TOutput filter delay time

1-wire technology1-/2-wire technology1-/2-/3-wire technologyConnection system

NPNWiring
Input current

706560[mA]IinBackplane bus

10 1)5 1)3 1)[mA]IinI/O supply
Output current

0.50[A]Ioutper channel
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Switching frequency

1000[Hz]fchOhmic load

0.50[Hz]fchInductive load

10.0[Hz]fchLamp load
Communication

8 bits8 bits8 bitsWidth in the output process image
4 bits with bus coupler

EPM-S110
2 bits with bus coupler

EPM-S110

+ load current.1)
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Rated data

ƒ Negative switching

Product key

EPM-S305EPM-S304EPM-S303
Mode

DO 8, NPN, DC 24 V, 0.5 ADO 4, NPN, DC 24 V, 0.5 ADO 2, NPN, DC 24 V, 0.5 AAbbreviated designation
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / error / overloadModule status

1 LED per channelSignal status
Short-circuit strength

Electronic
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S305EPM-S304EPM-S303

+ load current.1)
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S308
Mode

Relay 2, AC 230 V, 3 AAbbreviated designation
Relay outputs

2Number

NO contactContact
Input current

55[mA]IinBackplane bus
Rated voltage

30[V]UN, DCDC

230[V]UN, ACAC
Output current

3.00[A]Ioutper channel
Switching frequency

100[Hz]fchOhmic load
Communication

8 bitsWidth in the output process image
2 bits with bus coupler EPM-S110

Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 LED per channelSignal status
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S308
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S402EPM-S401EPM-S400
Mode

AI 2, 12-bit, 0/4 to 20 mAAI 4, 12-bit, 0 to 10 VAI 2, 12-bit, 0 to 10 VAbbreviated designation
Analog inputs

242Number

0 …10[V]UDCVoltage

0 … 20[mA]ICurrent
4 … 20

1.00[kHz]Input filter limit frequency

12 bitsResolution

± 0.3 at 0 ... 20 mA± 0.3[%]Usage error limit
± 0.5 at 4 ... 20 mA

± 0.2 at 0 ... 20 mA± 0.2[%]Basic error limit (at 25 °C)
± 0.3 at 4 ... 20 mA

4 (all channels)8 (all channels)4 (all channels)[ms]TA/D conversion time
Input current

70[mA]IinBackplane bus

15[mA]IinI/O supply
Rated voltage

[V]UN, DCDC
Communication

4 bytes8 bytes4 bytesWidth in the input process image

6 bytes8 bytes6 bytesParameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 LED per channelSignal status
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S402EPM-S401EPM-S400
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S408EPM-S406EPM-S403
Mode

AI 2, 16-bit, 0/4 to 20 mAAI 2, 16-bit , -10 V to 10 VAI 4, 12-bit, 0/4 to 20 mAAbbreviated designation
Analog inputs

24Number

-10 ... 10[V]UDCVoltage

0 … 200 … 20[mA]ICurrent
4 … 204 … 20

1.00[kHz]Input filter limit frequency

16 bits12 bitsResolution

± 0.2± 0.3 at 0 ... 20 mA[%]Usage error limit
± 0.5 at 4 ... 20 mA

± 0.1± 0.2 at 0 ... 20 mA[%]Basic error limit (at 25 °C)
± 0.3 at 4 ... 20 mA

0.24 (all channels)8 (all channels)[ms]TA/D conversion time
Input current

6070[mA]IinBackplane bus

152015[mA]IinI/O supply
Rated voltage

[V]UN, DCDC
Communication

4 bytes8 bytesWidth in the input process image

20 bytes8 bytesParameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 LED per channelSignal status
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S408EPM-S406EPM-S403
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S503EPM-S502EPM-S501EPM-S500
Mode

AO4, 12-bit, 0/4 to
20 mA

AO2, 12-bit, 0/4 to
20 mA

AO 4, 12-bit, 0 to
10 V

AO 2, 12-bit, 0 to
10 V

Abbreviated designation

Analog outputs

4242Number

0 … 10[V]UDCVoltage

0/4 … 20[mA]ICurrent

12 bitsResolution

± 0.4 at 0 ... 20 mA± 0.3[%]Usage error limit
± 0.5 at 4 ... 20 mA

± 0.2 at 0 ... 20 mA± 0.2[%]Basic error limit (at 25 °C)
± 0.3 at 4 ... 20 mA

2 (all channels)[ms]TD/A conversion time
Input current

80[mA]IinBackplane bus

955535[mA]IinI/O supply
Rated voltage

[V]UN, DCDC
Communication

8 bytes4 bytes8 bytes4 bytesWidth in the input process image

10 bytes8 bytes10 bytes8 bytesParameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 LED per channelSignal status
(overload, short circuit, parameter entry error)

Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S503EPM-S502EPM-S501EPM-S500
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S405EPM-S404
Mode

AI 2, 16-bit, ThermoAI 4, 16-bit, resistorAbbreviated designation
Analog inputs

24 / (2)Number

[V]UDCVoltage

16 bitsResolution

± 0.4[%]Usage error limit

≥ ± 1.5 1)[K]

± 0.2[%]Basic error limit (at 25 °C)

≥ ± 1.0 1)[K]

4 ... 325 2)[ms]TA/D conversion time

2-wire technology (3-/4-wire technology)Connection system
Input current

75[mA]IinBackplane bus

30[mA]IinI/O supply
Temperature sensor

Thermocouple type:Resistor
Thermocouple type: J, K, N, R, S, T, B, C,

E, L
PT100, PT1000
NI100, NI1000

NI120
Communication

4 bytes8 bytesWidth in the input process image

22 bytes34 bytesParameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 LED per channelSignal status
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S405EPM-S404

Dependent on the sensor and interference frequency suppression.1)

Dependent on the configuration and filter settings.2)
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Measuring range

Product key

EPM-S405EPM-S404
Sensor measuring range

-200 ... 850[°C]TPT100

-200 ... 850[°C]TPT1000

-60 ... 250[°C]TNI100

-60 ... 250[°C]TNI1000

60/600/3000/6000[Ω]RResistor

0 ... 1820[°C]TThermocouple type B

0 ... 2315[°C]TThermocouple type C

-270 ... 1000[°C]TThermocouple type E

-210 ... 1200[°C]TThermocouple type J

-270 ... 1372[°C]TThermocouple type K

-200 ... 900[°C]TThermocouple type L

-270 ... 1300[°C]TThermocouple type N

-50 ... 1769[°C]TThermocouple type R

-50 ... 1769[°C]TThermocouple type S

-270 ... 400[°C]TThermocouple type T

-80 … 80[mV]UDCVoltage
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S601EPM-S600
Mode

Counter 2, DC 24 VCounter 1, DC 24 VAbbreviated designation
Digital inputs

21Number

HTLInput level

100[kHz]Input filter limit frequency

32[Bit]Counter width

400[kHz]Counting frequency
Digital outputs

1Number
Input current

75[mA]IinBackplane bus

15 1)20 1)[mA]IinI/O supply
Output current

0.50[A]Ioutper channel
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Communication

12 bytesWidth in the input process image

12 bytes10 bytesWidth in the output process image

42 bytes21 bytesParameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)

+ encoder power consumption.1)
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S601EPM-S600
Mode

Counter 2, DC 24 VCounter 1, DC 24 VAbbreviated designation
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 LED per counter inputSignal status
1 LED per control input

1 LED per output
Counter function

Read, setRead, set
Latch function

Alarm function

Yes
Control inputs

Latch, reset, gate
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S601EPM-S600
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S603EPM-S602
Mode

Counter 2, DC 24 VCounter 1, DC 5 VAbbreviated designation
Digital inputs

21Number

HTLTTLInput level

100500[kHz]Input filter limit frequency

32[Bit]Counter width

4002000[kHz]Counting frequency
Digital outputs

Number
Input current

10075[mA]IinBackplane bus

15 1)20 1)[mA]IinI/O supply
Output current

[A]Ioutper channel
Rated voltage

[V]UN, DCDC
Communication

12 bytes8 bytesWidth in the input process image

4 bytes10 bytesWidth in the output process image

8 bytes22 bytesParameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)

+ encoder power consumption.1)
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S603EPM-S602
Mode

Counter 2, DC 24 VCounter 1, DC 5 VAbbreviated designation
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 LED per counter inputSignal status
1 LED per control input

1 LED per output
Counter function

ReadRead, set
Alarm function

Yes
Control inputs

Reset
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S603EPM-S602
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S650EPM-S640EPM-S620
Mode

RS -422/485RS -232PWMAbbreviated designation
Outputs

2Number

RS 422 / 485RS 232Level
Delay time

1[µs]T
Switching frequency

20[kHz]fch
Input current

10085[mA]IinBackplane bus

10 1)15 1)[mA]IinI/O supply
Output current

0.50[A]Ioutper channel
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Communication

RTS/CTSHardware handshake

ASCII, STX/ETX, 3964 (R)Protocols

max. 60 Byte4 bytesWidth in the input process image

max. 60 Byte12 bytesWidth in the output process image

17 bytes8 bytesParameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)
Max. baud rate

115[kBit/s]b

+ load current.1)
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S650EPM-S640EPM-S620
Mode

RS -422/485RS -232PWMAbbreviated designation
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 TxD LED, 1 RxD LED1 LED per channelSignal status
Short-circuit strength

Electronic
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S650EPM-S640EPM-S620
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S604
Mode

SSIAbbreviated designation
Inputs

1Number

RS 422Level

12 … 6000[kHz]finFrequency
Input current

70[mA]IinBackplane bus

30[mA]IinI/O supply
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Communication

6 bytesWidth in the input process image

33 bytesParameter data (PROFIB-
US/PROFINET)
Diagnostics

Ready for operation / errorModule status

1 LED per encoder inputSignal status

3 comparisons, 2 limit valuesEvaluation function
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.5[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.060[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S604
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S702EPM-S701EPM-S700
Mode

Power DC 24 V / 24 VPower DC 24 VPower BCAbbreviated designation
Rated voltage

24[V]UN, DCDC
Supply voltage

DC 24 (20.4 ... 28.8)DC 24 (20.4 ... 28.8)[V]UinElectronics
Output current

[A]IoutBackplane bus

47 1)[A]IoutI/O supply
Electrical isolation

not connected to the I/O
supply voltage of the
modules to the left

not connected to the I/O
supply voltage of the
modules to the left

500V between I/O supply,
electronic supply and

fieldbus
500 V between I/O supply
and electronic supply

Diagnostics

Supply OK / fuse defectiveVoltage supply
Fusing

Internal
Polarity reversal protection

Present
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 76.556 x 12.5 x 62[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.0600.030[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S702EPM-S701EPM-S700

Can used up to 10 A without UL-approval.1)
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Rated data

Product key

EPM-S912EPM-S911EPM-S910
Mode

Supply 4 x DC 24 V / 0 VSupply 8 x DC 0 VSupply 8 x DC 24 VAbbreviated designation
Rated voltage

0024[V]UN, DCDC
24

Rated current

10.0[A]IN
Dimensions

109 x 12.5 x 53[mm]h x b x t
Mass

0.050[kg]m

Product key

EPM-S912EPM-S911EPM-S910
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Bracket for shield bus

Standard 10 x 3 busbars can be connected directly to the I/O system
using the bracket for shield buses. The shield connection with
standard cable attachments and shield clamps can be used.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPM-S900Bracket for shield bus
• Installation of standard metal rails for shield connections directly on the
module
(VPE 10 pieces)

CAN bus connector

The connector is used to connect the CAN to inverters which are
provided with a Sub-D connection for the CAN bus. An integrated
CAN terminating resistor can be switched on/off. Internal spring
terminals make the use of special mounting tools superfluous. The
switch setting can be read from two sides.

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPM-T950
CAN bus connector:
Node

• Sub-D, 90°
• Screw terminals

EPM-T951
CAN bus connector:
Terminating

• Sub-D, 90°
• Screw terminals
• Integrated terminating resistor

EPM-T952
CAN bus connector:
Straight

• Sub-D, 180°
• Screw terminals
• Switchable terminating resistor

EWZ0046
CAN bus connector:
Switch

• Sub-D, 90°
• Spring-loaded terminal
• Switchable terminating resistor
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Labelling strip

Product keyFeaturesMode

EPM-S990Labelling strip

• DIN A4 white, precut
Material: PET (water and oil resistant)
Printing using a standard laser printer
102 labelling strips per sheet
(VPE 10 sheets)
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Equipment with Basic Safety STO
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List of abbreviations

Asynchronous motorASMDimensions[mm]b
Slot for diagnostic adapterDIAGThermal capacity[KWs]Cth
Deutsches Institut für Normung e.V.DINSwitching frequency[kHz]fch
European standardENDimensions[mm]h
Degrees of protection provided by enclosures (IP
code)

EN 60529Site altitude[m]Hmax
Max. DC-bus current[A]Imax

Classification of environmental conditions; Part 3:
Classes of environmental parameters and their
limit values

EN 60721-3Max. output current[A]Imax, out
Rated mains current[A]IN, AC
Rated DC-bus current[A]IN, DC Electrical variable speeddrives Part 3: EMC require-

ments including special test methods
EN 61800-3

Rated output current[A]IN, out
Max. cable length[m]lmax International Electrotechnical CommissionIEC
Mass[kg]m

Functional safety of electrical/electronic/program-
mable electronic safety-related systems

IEC 61508
Typical motor power[kW]P
Max. output power[kW]Pmax, 1 International Mounting CodeIM
Power loss[kW]PV International Protection CodeIP
Rated power[kW]PN Slot for communication module (module commu-

nication interface)
MCI

Min. brake resistance[Ω]Rmin
Rated resistance[Ω]RN National Electrical Manufacturers AssociationNEMA
Dimensions[mm]t Underwriters Laboratory Listed ProductUL
Mains voltage[V]UAC Underwriters Laboratory Recognized ProductUR
DC supply[V]UDC Verband deutscher Elektrotechniker (Association

of German Electrical Engineers)
VDE

Rated voltage[V]UN, AC
Max. output voltage[V]Uout
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Generation Easy for multi-axis applications

i700 – in use

Powerful central motion control of demandingmachine tasks is best
achieved with our Controller-based Automation. The Servo-Inverter

The innovative Servo-Inverter i700 for central motion control is
characterised by its compact and highly flexible design. Dual axes

i700 formultiaxis application candrive all centrally controlledmotors
in yourmachinemodule – fromthree-phaseACmotor to servomotor.

keep the drive size to a minimum, dynamic motor control makes it
suitable for use in a wide range of applications. Drive integration,
commissioning andmaintenance have been substantially simplified
thanks to its installation concept and easy engineering.

i700 features:Highlights:
• Multi-axis system• Easy to use: from installation to service

• Compact: both in size and connection system • Single and double axes
• Power supply modules• Flexible:motor control for synchronous and asynchronousmotors

• High performance, e. g. with real-time EtherCAT® bus system • DC-bus connection via busbar system
• Pluggable connection system
• Automatic parameter/firmware download via the control system
• Motor control:
-Servo with field weakening and torque pre-control
-V/f control for standard asynchronous motors without encoder

• Scalable safety functions
• 3 cooling methods: standard panel-mount, cold plate technique,
push-through technique
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Functions and features

The speed and position control modes are directly executed in the
servo inverter which ensures very short cycle times (0.25 ms). The

The Servo-Inverter i700 canbedirectly implemented into theControl-
ler-based Automation applications via the integrated EtherCAT® in-

selection of the right control mode for the application is determinedterface. The interaction of the different Lenze controllers provide for
a high number of sophisticated Lenze Motion applications. via the application in the Controller. The "Controller-based Automa-

tion" chapter summarises which controller optimally solves the indi-
vidual applications together with the i700.

Mode

Servo-Inverter i700
Conrol types, motor control

For synchronous servo motors, asynchronous servo motors and three-phase
asynchronous motors

Field-oriented servo control (SC)

For three-phase AC motors and asynchronous servo motor (linear or square-law)V/f control (VFCplus)
Basic functions

Brake management for brake control with low rate of wear
PID controller

Velocity mode (VL) - non-cyclic velocity setpointOperating modes to CiA 402
Cyclic synchronous position (csp) - cyclic position setpoint
Cyclic synchronous velocity (csv) - cyclic velocity setpoint
Cyclic synchronous torque (cst) - cyclic torque setpoint

Overload behaviour

200%maximum current (with regard to 4kHz rated current)
Functions with FAST Application Software

Comprehensive library of function and technology modules e.g. for positioning,
cam functions, electrical shaft etc.

Monitoring and protective measures

Overload
Short circuit
Earth fault
Overvoltage
Undervoltage
DC-bus voltage
Motor phase failure
Overcurrent
I² x t-Motor monitoring
Overtemperature
Motor overtemperature
Brake chopper, brake resistance
Motor stalling

Diagnostics

Axis modules: Error codes to CiA 402
Power supply modules: Status message via 2 digital outputs
Oscilloscope functions

2 LEDsStatus display
Braking operation

Integrated in power supply moduleBrake chopper

ExternalBrake resistor
Mounting conditions

InstallationMounting type
Cold plate technique
Push-through technique

In the control cabinetMounting place

VerticalMounting position

At the top: minimum 90mmFree spaces
Side−by−side mounting without any clearance
At the bottom: minimum 70mm
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Operating modes

Overcurrent operation

Axis modules and power supply modules

Power supplymodules andaxismodules canbeoperatedwithhigher
currents beyond the rated current if this overcurrent is only active for

Overcurrent operation

a limitedoperating time.Within the efficiency cycles, the overcurrent
can flow for a certain period of time if afterwards an accordingly long
recovery phase takesplace afterwards. Twoefficiency cycles of 15 s [1]
in red and 180 s [2] in blue are defined.

• 15-s cycle
- 3 s (T1) load period with peak current [A] (200 %)
- 12 s (T2) recovery time with limited current [C] (75 %)

• 180-s cycle
- 60 s (T3) load period with peak current [B] (150 %)
- 120 s (T4) recovery time with limited current [C] (75 %)

A load periodwith peak currentmust be followed by a recovery time.
In the recovery time, the current must not exceed the given value.

ƒ Fromamaximumdevice current of 32 A, the following restriction
applies:
With field frequencies lower than5 Hz, the cycle timeof the short
time behaviour is reduced from 15 s to 3 s.
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Dimensioning of a multi-axis system

Drive dimensioning of multi-axis systems with Servo-Inverters i700
can be easily carried out using the DSD (Drive Solution Designer) en-
gineering tool. This tool canbedownloaded fromthe Lenzehomepage
(http://www.lenze.com/download/software-downloads). It considers
various, frequently recurring applications, the ambient conditions
and the entire mechatronic system and their operating mode as for
instance coordinated or uncoordinated multi-axis operation with
energy exchange in the DC-bus system. It provides comprehensible
dimensioning protocols and an Energy Performance Certificate for
the axes and for themulti-axis system. The Energy Performance Cer-
tificate clearly displays the energy efficiency of all drive components
under the given operation modes and provides potential for energy
optimisations for entire plants.

Functions and features

Mode

Engineering Tool DSD
Applications

Comprehensive applications as for instance linear and rotating drives, positioning-, wheel, hoist and syn-
chronous drives, winders, pumps, fans, …

Components

Inverter
Motors (brake, feedback)
Geared motors
Power supply modules

Check of components and drive
system

Monitoring functions of the inverters
Maximum limits of the components
Product data in the applications
Consideration and check of the entire drive system
Limit loads (electrical/mechanical)
M-n characteristic fields and system checks
Possible combinations of the drive components
Losses and energy efficiency

Optimisation and evaluation

Energy consumption of the components and of the application
Energy exchange in multi-axis applications
Representation of working points, e.g. as characteristic

Presentation of the result

Evaluation of the dimensioning
Representation of energy consumption
Logging of dimensioning
Creating CAD data

Basic functions

Metric and imperial unit systems
Intuitive interfaces with simple dialogs
Comprehensive online help with physical basics and overviews
Fast and easy drive dimensioning and product configuration
Editor for the motion sequence
Creating alternative solutions with comparison operations
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Standards and operating conditions

Mode

Servo-Inverter i700Product
Conformity

Low-Voltage DirectiveCE

2006/95/EC

TP TC 004/2011 (TR CU 004/2011)EAC
TP TC 020/2011 (TR CU 020/2011)

Approval

Power Conversion Equipment (file no. E132659)UL 508C

CSA 22.2 No. 14CSA
Certification

RoHs
Degree of protection

IP20EN 60529

Type 1NEMA 250
Climatic conditions

1K3 (temperature: -25 °C ... +60 °C)Storage (EN 60721-3-1)

1K3 (temperature: -25 °C ... +40 °C)Storage (EN 60721-3-1) > 6 months

2K3 (temperature: -25 °C ... +70 °C)Transport (EN 60721-3-2)

3K3 (temperature: -10°C ... +55 °C)Operation (EN 60721-3-3)
NaN Attribut 1662 has no Data

2.5 % / KCurrent derating at over 40°C
Site altitude

4000[m]HmaxAmsl

5[%/1000 m]Current derating at over 1000 m
Vibration resistance

2M2Transport (EN 60721-3-2)

10 Hz ≤ f ≤ 57 Hz: ±0.075 mm amplitude,Operation (EN 61800-5-1)
57 Hz ≤ f ≤ 150 Hz: 1.0 g

5 Hz ≤ f ≤ 13.2 Hz: ± 1 mm amplitudeOperation (Germanischer Lloyd)
13.2 Hz ≤ f ≤ 100 Hz: 0.7 g

Mode

Servo-Inverter i700Product
Supply form

Systems with earthed star point (TN and TT systems)
Systems with high-resistance or isolated star point (IT systems)

Mains switching

Cyclicmains switching of 5 times in 5minutes is permissiblewithout
restrictions.

Noise emission

Cable-guided disturbance:EN 61800-3
According to category C1 with special measures

According to category C2 with standard accessories
According to category C3 without additional measures

Insulation resistance

Overvoltage category IIIEN 61800-5-1
Above 2000 m amsl overvoltage category II

Degree of pollution

2EN 61800-5-1
Shock current

> 3.5 mA AC, > 10 mA DCEN 61800-5-1
Protective insulation of control circuits

Safe mains isolation: double/reinforced insulationEN 61800-5-1
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Rated data for single axes

Max. short-timeoutput current

20.010.05.0[A]Imax, out
Product key

E70ACM☐☐0204☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐☐0104☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐☐0054☐☐1ET☐
DC supply

DC 260 V -0 % ... 775 V +0 %[V]UDC
Typical motor power

4.001.500.75[kW]P4-pole asynchronous motor
Rated output current

10.05.02.5[A]IN, out
Rated switching frequency

4[kHz]fch
Output current

10.05.02.5[A]Iout4 kHz

10.05.02.5[A]Iout8 kHz

6.03.01.5[A]Iout16 kHz
Power loss

0.1300.0800.050[kW]PV

Dimensions and weights

Standard installation design

Dimensions

350[mm]hHeight

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

50[mm]bWidth

261[mm]tDepth
Mass

2.7[kg]m
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Rated data for single axes

Max. short-timeoutput current

64.048.032.0[A]Imax, out
Product key

E70ACM☐☐0644☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐☐0484☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐☐0324☐☐1ET☐
DC supply

DC 260 V -0 % ... 775 V +0 %[V]UDC
Typical motor power

15.011.07.50[kW]P4-pole asynchronous motor
Rated output current

32.024.016.0[A]IN, out
Rated switching frequency

4[kHz]fch
Output current

32.024.016.0[A]Iout4 kHz

25.619.212.8[A]Iout8 kHz

19.214.49.6[A]Iout16 kHz
Power loss

0.3900.2900.210[kW]PV

Dimensions and weights

Standard installation design

Dimensions

350[mm]hHeight

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

100[mm]bWidth

261[mm]tDepth
Mass

5.2[kg]m
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Rated data for double axes

Max. short-timeoutput current

10.05.0[A]Imax, out
Product key

E70ACM☐☐0104☐☐2ET☐E70ACM☐☐0054☐☐2ET☐
DC supply

DC 260 V -0 % ... 775 V +0 %[V]UDC
Typical motor power

1.500.75[kW]P4-pole asynchronous motor
Rated output current

5.02.5[A]IN, out
Rated switching frequency

4[kHz]fch
Output current

5.02.5[A]Iout4 kHz

5.02.5[A]Iout8 kHz

3.01.5[A]Iout16 kHz
Power loss

0.1400.090[kW]PV

Dimensions and weights

Standard installation design

Dimensions

350[mm]hHeight

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

50[mm]bWidth

261[mm]tDepth
Mass

2.9[kg]m
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Rated data for double axes

Max. short-timeoutput current

32.020.0[A]Imax, out
Product key

E70ACM☐☐0324☐☐2ET☐E70ACM☐☐0204☐☐2ET☐
DC supply

DC 260 V -0 % ... 775 V +0 %[V]UDC
Typical motor power

7.504.00[kW]P4-pole asynchronous motor
Rated output current

16.010.0[A]IN, out
Rated switching frequency

4[kHz]fch
Output current

16.010.0[A]Iout4 kHz

12.810.0[A]Iout8 kHz

9.66.0[A]Iout16 kHz
Power loss

0.3700.260[kW]PV

Dimensions and weights

Standard installation design

Dimensions

350350[mm]hHeight

100100[mm]bWidth

261261[mm]tDepth
Mass

5.25.2[kg]m
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Rated data for power supply modules

ƒ Operation at 3/PE AC 230/400 and 480 V possible.
ƒ The data is valid for operation at 3/PE AC 400 V.

Product key

E70ACP☐☐0604☐E70ACP☐☐0304☐Power supply module
Rated power

30.915.4[kW]PNWith mains filter/mains choke

20.610.3[kW]PNWithout mains filter/mains
choke
Max. short-term output power

41.220.6[kW]Pmax, 2
Mains voltage range

3/PE AC 180 V-0 % ... 528 V+0 %, 45 Hz-0 % ... 65 Hz+0 %[V]UAC
Rated mains current

49.024.5[A]IN, AC
Rated DC-bus current

60.030.0[A]IN, DC
Max. DC-bus current

90.045.0[A]Imax
Power loss

0.1100.060[kW]PV

Brake chopper rated data

Rated power, Brake chopper

10.15.0[kW]PN
Max. output power, Brake
chopper

65.532.5[kW]Pmax, 1
Running time

15.0[s]ton
Recovery time

82.0[s]tre
Min. brake resistance

9.018.0[Ω]Rmin

Dimensions and weights

Standard installation design

Dimensions

350[mm]hHeight

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

10050[mm]bWidth

261[mm]tDepth
Mass

5.82.8[kg]m
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"Cold plate" design

Requirements for the coolerInverters in cold-plate designdissipate someof theirwaste heat (heat
loss) via a cooler adapted to the application. For this purpose, the in-
verters are provided with a planed cooling plate which is connected When cold-plate technology is used, the following basic conditions

must be considered:to a separate cooler in a thermally conductive way. Using the cold
plate technology, themain part of the heat energy can be transferred
directly to the external cooling units. • Good thermal connection to the external cooling unit, i.e. the im-

plementation of the heat transfer resistance (Rth) according to the
power loss.The use of cold-plate technology is advantageous for the following

application cases: • The contact surface must at least be as big as the cooling plate of
the inverter.

• The planarity of the contact surface must not exceed 0.05 mm.• Minimising the expense of cooling the control cabinet. Here, the
main part of the power loss is directly transferred to a cooling unit • The contact surface of the external coolers and cooling platemust

be connected by means of the intended screwed connection.outside of the control cabinet, e.g. convection cooler or water
cooler. • Themaximumtemperature of the coolingplate of the inverter ((75

°C) must not be exceeded.• Heavily pollutedambient air or control cabinetswithahighdegree
of protection which do not allow for a use of a forced air cooling
of the control cabinets.

• Lowmounting depth in the control cabinet.

Single axes

Thermal resistancePower to be dissipatedProduct key

RthPV
[K/W][W]

≤ 1.625.0E70ACM☐C0054☐☐1ET☐
≤ 0.850.0E70ACM☐C0104☐☐1ET☐
≤ 0.4595.0E70ACM☐C0204☐☐1ET☐
≤ 0.25140E70ACM☐C0324☐☐1ET☐
≤ 0.2215E70ACM☐C0484☐☐1ET☐
≤ 0.15290E70ACM☐C0644☐☐1ET☐

Double axes

Thermal resistancePower to be dissipatedProduct key

RthPV
[K/W][W]

≤ 0.850.0E70ACM☐C0054☐☐2ET☐
≤ 0.4595.0E70ACM☐C0104☐☐2ET☐
≤ 0.2185E70ACM☐C0204☐☐2ET☐
≤ 0.15275E70ACM☐C0324☐☐2ET☐

Power supply modules

Thermal resistancePower to be dissipatedProduct key

RthPV
[K/W][W]

≤ 0.9545.0E70ACP☐C0304☐
≤ 0.4585.0E70ACP☐C0604☐
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"Cold plate" design

Dimensions and weights

Single axes

Product key

E70ACM☐C0204☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐C0104☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐C0054☐☐1ET☐
Dimensions

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

50[mm]bWidth

221[mm]tDepth
Mass

2.3[kg]m

Product key

E70ACM☐C0644☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐C0484☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐C0324☐☐1ET☐
Dimensions

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

100[mm]bWidth

221[mm]tDepth
Mass

5.3[kg]m

Double axes

Product key

E70ACM☐C0204☐☐2ET☐E70ACM☐C0054☐☐2ET☐
E70ACM☐C0324☐☐2ET☐E70ACM☐C0104☐☐2ET☐

Dimensions

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

10050[mm]bWidth

221[mm]tDepth
Mass

5.32.5[kg]m

Power supply modules

Product key

E70ACP☐C0604☐E70ACP☐C0304☐
Dimensions

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

10050[mm]bWidth

221[mm]tDepth
Mass

5.62.6[kg]m
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Push-through technique design

The inverters in push-through design reduce the waste heat in the
control cabinet.
The inverter is mounted in the control cabinet so that the heatsink
on the inverter is outside the control cabinet. Thus, the entire waste
heat can be dissipated outside the control cabinet via convection or
forced air cooling for almost all device performances.

Using thepush-through technology is advantageous in the following
application cases:

• Minimising the expense for control cabinet cooling. For this pur-
pose, the main part of the power loss is directly transferred to the
ambience outside the control cabinet,e.g. convection cooling.

• In case of control cabinets with a high degree of protection > IP54
by using separate mounting and cooling areas.

• Lowmounting depth in the control cabinet.

Single axes

Power to be dissipatedProduct key

PV
[W]

25.0E70ACM☐D0054☐☐1ET☐
50.0E70ACM☐D0104☐☐1ET☐
95.0E70ACM☐D0204☐☐1ET☐
140E70ACM☐D0324☐☐1ET☐
215E70ACM☐D0484☐☐1ET☐
290E70ACM☐D0644☐☐1ET☐

Double axes

Power to be dissipatedProduct key

PV
[W]

50.0E70ACM☐D0054☐☐2ET☐
95.0E70ACM☐D0104☐☐2ET☐
185E70ACM☐D0204☐☐2ET☐
275E70ACM☐D0324☐☐2ET☐

Power supply modules

Power to be dissipatedProduct key

PV
[W]

45.0E70ACP☐D0304☐
85.0E70ACP☐D0604☐
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Push-through technique design

Dimensions and weights

Single axes

Product key

E70ACM☐D0204☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐D0104☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐D0054☐☐1ET☐
Dimensions

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

50[mm]bWidth

221[mm]tDepth (in control cabinet)
Mass

3.0[kg]m

Product key

E70ACM☐D0644☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐D0484☐☐1ET☐E70ACM☐D0324☐☐1ET☐
Dimensions

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

100[mm]bWidth

221[mm]tDepth (in control cabinet)
Mass

7.1[kg]m

Double axes

Product key

E70ACM☐D0104☐☐2ET☐E70ACM☐D0054☐☐2ET☐
Dimensions

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

50[mm]bWidth

261[mm]tDepth
Mass

3.2[kg]m

Product key

E70ACM☐D0324☐☐2ET☐E70ACM☐D0204☐☐2ET☐
Dimensions

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

100[mm]bWidth

261[mm]tDepth
Mass

7.1[kg]m

Power supply modules

Product key

E70ACP☐D0604☐E70ACP☐D0304☐
Dimensions

410[mm]hHeight, including fastening

10050[mm]bWidth

221[mm]tDepth (in control cabinet)
Mass

5.82.8[kg]m
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Mains connection

Withanupstreammains chokeormains filter, themaximumcontinu-
ous power of the power supplymodules can be used since the effect-
ive current will be reduced.

Interference voltage categories according to the European standard
EN 61800-3 are divided into category C1, C2 and the category C3.

If no filter or an RFI filter is used, the permissible continuous power
(rated power) of the power supply module is reduced.

Category C1
• Describes the use in public networks.

Themains choke and the RFI filter can also be combinedwithout any
restrictions.Category C2

• Describes the use of devices intended for industrial purposes in
areas also comprising residential areas.

Category C3
• Describes the use of devices intended for industrial purposes only.

Mains chokes, RFI filters, Mains filters38 -The interference voltage categories achievable due
to the filter measures are shown in conjunction with
the motor cables.

28 -

Mains fuses and cable cross-sections

ƒ Themains fuse and cable cross-section specifications apply to a
mains connection of 3AC 230/400/480 V.

ƒ Class gG/gl fuses or class gRL semiconductor fuses.
ƒ The cable cross-sections apply to PVC-insulated copper cables.
ƒ Use for installationwith UL-approved cables, fuses and brackets.

Mains connectionFuseCircuit breakerProduct keyMains voltage

Cross-section (with
mains choke)

UL 1)EN 60204-1Power supply module

qIIIUAC

[mm2][A][A][A][V]

10.040C40E70ACP☐☐0304☐
3 AC 180 ... 528

16.063C63E70ACP☐☐0604☐

In preparation.1)
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Motor connection

ƒ Electric strength of the motor cable: 1 kV as per VDE 250-1.
ƒ Keepmotor cables as short as possible, as this has apositive effect

on the drive behaviour.
ƒ Maximummotor cable length 50 m per axis.
ƒ Withgroupdrives (multiplemotors onone inverter), the resulting

cable length is the key factor. This can be calculated using the
hardware manual.

Motor cable lengths and interference voltage categories

When using the i700 system, use external filters to comply with the
EMC Directives.

Category C1
• With special measures; please contact your Lenze sales office.

Category C2
• With RFI filters, 6 axes with 50 mmotor cable each
• With mains filters, 10 axes with 50 mmotor cable each

Category C3
• Without external measures, 4 axes with 50 mmotor cable each
• With mains choke, 10 axes with 50 mmotor cable each

Mains chokes, RFI filters, Mains filters38 -
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Motor connection

The following diagrams show the possible number of axes and the
possible sumofmotor cable lengths to ensure compliancewith inter-
ference suppression according to category .

ƒ Number of axes (n) / sum of the motor cable length (l)

Category C2

With mains filtersWith RFI filters
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 l  [m]mot

10
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 l  [m]mot
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Category C3

With mains chokesWithout external measures
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 l  [m]mot
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 l  [m]mot
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Connection diagrams

Wiring example for i700 servo inverter, axis modules, Basic Safety STO

[2] 24 supply for control electronics
[3] 24 V supply for digital inputs
[4] 24 V supply for motor holding brake(s)
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Connection diagrams

Servo-Inverter i700 wiring example, power supply modules

[1] 24 V supply for digital inputs
[2] 24 V supply for control electronics
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Control connections

Mode

Servo-Inverter i700
Digital inputs

2Number

2 with time and position stampTouch-probe-capable

PLC (IEC 61131-2)Switching level

8mAMax. input current
External DC supply

24 V in accordance with IEC 61131-2Rated voltage

19.2 … 28.8 V, max. residual ripple ± 5%Voltage range
Interfaces

2 (in/out)EtherCAT

Safe torque off (STO)Safety engineering
2 channel design

Drive interface

Sub-D, 9-pinResolver input

Sub-D, 15-pinEncoder input
SinCos absolute value encoder single-turn (with zero pulse) or multi-turn (Hiper-
face®)

24V holding brake per axis can be directly controlledMotor brake

Connection of Basic Safety STO safety systemConnection of digital inputs

Motor brake connection
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Control connections

External 24 V supply

The control electronics of the Servo-Inverter i700 has to be supplied
with an external 24-V supply. For this purpose, Lenze provides power
supply units. The following table shows the corresponding current
consumptions of the devices.

24 V power supply unit41 -

Single axes

External DC supplyProduct keyMax. short-timeoutput current

Current

Imax, out

[A]

1.0 A

E70ACM☐☐0054☐☐1ET☐5.0

E70ACM☐☐0104☐☐1ET☐10.0

E70ACM☐☐0204☐☐1ET☐20.0

2.0 A

E70ACM☐☐0324☐☐1ET☐32.0

E70ACM☐☐0484☐☐1ET☐48.0

E70ACM☐☐0644☐☐1ET☐64.0

Double axes

External DC supplyProduct keyMax. short-timeoutput current

Current

Imax, out

[A]

1.0 A
E70ACM☐☐0054☐☐2ET☐5.0

E70ACM☐☐0104☐☐2ET☐10.0

2.0 A
E70ACM☐☐0204☐☐2ET☐20.0

E70ACM☐☐0324☐☐2ET☐32.0
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Safety engineering

Safety engineering has been certified acc. to EN ISO 13849-1
(cat. 4, PL e), EN 61508/EN 62061 (SIL 3).

Basic Safety STO

Bydefault, the i700 servo inverters are availablewith the "safe torque
off, STO“ safety function. This helps reduce the control system costs,
save space in the control cabinet and keep wiring to a minimum. A
"safe stop 1, SS1" can be implemented easily using a safety switching
device.

The product key of the inverter has an ""A"" as the 14th character.
For example, a servo inverter 5A, built-in unit with Basic Safety STO
safety engineering would be: E70ACMSE0054SA1ETR

Double axis with connection for "Basic Safety STO" safety system
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EtherCAT® communication

EtherCAT enables the i700 servo inverter to be controlledwith digital
control signals via the EtherCAT® bus system. It is integrated in the
i700 servo inverter. It can be seen in the product key at the positions
16 and 17: E70ACM☐☐☐☐4S☐☐ET☐.

The advantages of the system are:
• fast and very powerful bus system
• ideally suited for Controller-based Automation solutions
• easy system integration sinceawide rangeof sensors andactuators
is available on the market.

• thebasic features of a servodrive are available in theaxes according
to the CiA402 device profile and can be easily used via the Ether-
CAT®.

FeaturesMode

Communication

EtherCAT 1)

• CANopen over EtherCAT (CoE)
• Distributed clock
• 2 RJ45 connections with LEDs for link and activity

EtherCAT® is a registered trademark and patented technology, licensed by
Beckhoff Automation GmbH, Germany.

1)

Technical data

Product key

Communication

CAT5e S/FTP according to ISO/ICE11801 (2002)Medium

CoE (CANopen over EtherCAT)Communication profile
Baud rate

100[MBit/s]b
Node

Slave
Network topology

Line (internal ring)
Numberof logical process data channels

1
Process data words (PCD)

1 ... 3216 Bit
Number of bus nodes

Max. 65535
Max. cable length

100[m]lmaxbetween two nodes
Rated voltage

24.0[V]UN, DC
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Brake resistors for power supply modules

The assignment of brake resistors to the power supply modules is
shown in the following tables.

Brake resistor 27 ohms

MassDimensionsThermal capacityRated powerRated resistanceProduct key

Brake resistorPower supplymod-
ule

mh x b x tCthPNRN
[kg][mm][KWs][kW][Ω]

1.0320 x 41 x 12230.00.20

27.0

ERBP027R200W

E70ACP☐☐0304☐ 3.1550 x 110 x 10590.00.60ERBS027R600W

5.61020 x 110 x 1051801.20ERBS027R01K2

13.0486 x 236 x 3022851.90
12.0

ERBG012R01K9
E70ACP☐☐0604☐

28.0486 x 426 x 3027505.20ERBG012R05K2
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Mains chokes for power supply modules

Amains choke is an inductive resistorwhich is connected in themains
cable of the power supplymodule. The use of amains choke provides
the following advantages:
• Fewer effects on the mains:
The wave form of the mains current is a close approximation to a
sine wave.

• Reduction in the effective mains current:
Reduction of mains, cable and fuse loads

• Current balancing of power supply modules connected in parallel

Mains chokes can be used without restrictions in conjunction with
RFI filters.

Mains chokePlease note:
The use of a mains choke slightly reduces the mains voltage at the
input of the power supply module – the typical voltage drop across
the mains choke at the rated values is around 5%.
The selection of the correct mains chokes for the power supplymod-
ules depends on the number of connected axes. For this purpose,
differentmains chokes are available. For the following efficiencies of
the power supply modules, we have dimensioned model mains
chokes:
• Power supply modules for 30 A operation with rated data
• Power supply modules for 60 A operation with rated data

MassDimensionsRated currentOutput powerProduct key

at 400 VMains chokePower supplymod-
ule

mh x b x tINPout
[kg][mm][A][kW]

5.8110 x 155 x 17025.015.4EZAELN3025B122E70ACP☐☐0304☐
8.4112 x 185 x 21050.030.9EZAELN3050B591E70ACP☐☐0604☐

The following diagram shows the possible number of axes and the
possible sumofmotor cable lengths to ensure compliancewith inter-
ference suppression according to category C3.

Number of axes (n) / sum of the motor cable length (l)

5

15

20

n

100 200 300 400 500
 l  [m]mot

10
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Interference suppression of power supply modules

RFI filters

RFI filters are primarily capacitive accessory components which can
be connecteddirectly upstreamfromthepower supplymodules. This
measureenables compliancewith the corresponding conductednoise
emission requirements according to EN 61800-3.

RFI filter, can be mounted beside
the power supply module

MassDimensionsMax. cable lengthPower lossRated currentOutput
power

Product key

ReferencegroupC2at 400 VRFI filterPower supplymod-
ule

mh x b x tlmaxPVINPout
[kg][mm][m][kW][A][kW]

4.2
485 x 60 x 2616 axes of 50 m

each

0.0208.003.60E94AZRP0084
E70ACP☐☐0304☐

4.50.05029.010.3E94AZRP0294

18.5490 x 209 x 2720.08082.020.6E94AZRP0824E70ACP☐☐0604☐

The following diagram shows the possible number of axes and the
possible sumofmotor cable lengths to ensure compliancewith inter-
ference suppression according to category C2.

Number of axes (n) / sum of the motor cable length (l)
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n

100 200 300 400 500
 l  [m]mot

10
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Interference suppression of power supply modules

Mains filters

Amains filter is a combination of mains choke and RFI filter in one
housing. It reduces the conducted interference emission into the
mains in order that the conducted interference voltage is reduced to
the area permissible according EN61800-3.
This results in the following advantages:
• Fewer effects on the mains:
The wave form of the mains current is a close approximation to a
sine wave.

• Reduction in the effective mains current:
Reduction of mains, cable and fuse loads

• Current balancing when power supply modules are connected in
parallel

MassDimensionsMax. cable lengthVoltage dropRated currentOutput
power

Product key

Reference group
C2

at 400 VMains filterPower supplymod-
ule

mh x b x tlmaxUINPout
[kg][mm][m][V][A][kW]

8.6485 x 90 x 261
10 axes of 50 m

each

10.08.004.90E94AZMP0084
E70ACP☐☐0304☐

16.5485 x 120 x 2617.329.015.4E94AZMP0294

29.0490 x 270 x 2726.482.030.6E94AZMP0824E70ACP☐☐0604☐

The following diagram shows the possible number of axes and the
possible sumofmotor cable lengths to ensure compliancewith inter-
ference suppression according to category C2.

Number of axes (n) / sum of the motor cable length (l)

5
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20

n

100 200 300 400 500
 l  [m]mot

10
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24 V power supply unit

The control electronics of the axis and power supply modules must
be supplied by external 24-V power supply units. For this purpose,
various power supply units are available. The power supply units can
be supplied with AC voltage and DC voltage from the DC bus of the
drive system. This ensures a continuous supply of the electronics in
case of mains failure to ensure a controlled braking process.

Electrical isolation
The i700 components have a "save separation" between mains and
electronic potential according to IEC 61131−2. For maintaining this
feature, the successive power supply units can be used with SELV
(Safety Extra Low Voltage) or PELF (Protective Extra Low Voltage).

24 V power supply unit

Product key

EZV4800-001EZV2400-001EZV1200-001EZV4800-000EZV2400-000EZV1200-000
Rated voltage

400230[V]UN, ACAC
Input voltage

AC 320 ... 575AC 85 ... 264[V]Uin
DC 450 ...800DC 90 ...350

Rated mains current

1.00.60.32.31.20.8[A]IN, AC
Output voltage

DC 22.5 ...28.5[V]Uout
Rated output current

20.010.05.020.010.05.0[A]IN, out
Dimensions

130[mm]hHeight

16085731578555[mm]bWidth

125[mm]tDepth
Mass

1.91.11.02.51.20.8[kg]m

Installation sets for Servo-Inverter i700

The installation sets include:
• All plug-in terminals
• Shield sheets plus shield terminals
• EtherCAT® cable (100 mm) for connecting the next axis

Product keyFeaturesMode

E70AZEVK001
Installation set for single axes

• For axes 5 to 20 A

E70AZEVK003• For axes 32 to 64 A

E70AZEVK002
Installation set for double axes

• For axes 5 to 10 A

E70AZEVK004• For axes 20 to 32 A

E70AZEVK005

Installation set for power supply modules

• For power supply module 30 A

E70AZEVK006• For power supply module 60 A

E70AZEVK007• For parallel connection

E70AZEVE001Infeed adapter i700 DC Terminal • For extending the DC-bus connection, energy exchange
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Installation material for i700 servo inverter

ƒ For customers who order large quantities.

Single axes 5 to 20 A

Product keyPackagingMode

VPE

[Stück]

EZAEVE001/M50STO terminal

EZAEVE002/M50DigIN terminal

EZAEVE003/M50Terminal - external 24-V supply

EZAEVE004/M50Brake terminal

EZAEVE005/M50Motor terminal 2.5 mm2

EZAMBHXM008/M25Shield plate BF1

EZAMBHXM007/M20Fixing clip

EZAMBHXM006/M10Wire clamp

EYC0000A0000X001/M10
EtherCAT® cable 100 mm (connection to the
next axis)

Single axes 32 to 64 A

Product keyPackagingMode

VPE

[Stück]

EZAEVE001/M50STO terminal

EZAEVE002/M50DigIN terminal

EZAEVE003/M50Terminal - external 24-V supply

EZAEVE004/M50Brake terminal

EZAEVE006/M25Motor terminal 6.0 mm2

EZAMBHXM009/M25Shield plate BF2

EZAMBHXM007/M20Fixing clip

EZAMBHXM003/M10Wire clamp

EYC0000A0000X001/M10
EtherCAT® cable 100 mm (connection to the
next axis)

Double axes 5 to 10 A

Product keyPackagingMode

VPE

[Stück]

EZAEVE001/M50STO terminal

EZAEVE002/M50DigIN terminal

EZAEVE003/M50Terminal - external 24-V supply

EZAEVE004/M50Brake terminal

EZAEVE005/M50Motor terminal 2.5 mm2

EZAMBHXM008/M25Shield plate BF1

EZAMBHXM007/M20Fixing clip

EZAMBHXM006/M10Wire clamp

EYC0000A0000X001/M10
EtherCAT® cable 100 mm (connection to the
next axis)
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Installation material for i700 servo inverter

ƒ For customers who order large quantities.

Double axes 20 to 32 A

Product keyPackagingMode

VPE

[Stück]

EZAEVE001/M50STO terminal

EZAEVE002/M50DigIN terminal

EZAEVE003/M50Terminal - external 24-V supply

EZAEVE004/M50Brake terminal

EZAEVE005/M50Motor terminal 2.5 mm2

EZAMBHXM009/M25Shield plate BF2

EZAMBHXM007/M20Fixing clip

EZAMBHXM003/M10Wire clamp

EYC0000A0000X001/M10
EtherCAT® cable 100 mm (connection to the
next axis)

Power supply module 30 A

Product keyPackagingMode

VPE

[Stück]

EZAEVE003/M50Terminal - external 24-V supply

EZAEVE008/M50Mains terminal

EZAEVE009/M50DigIN terminal

EZAEVE010/M50DigOUT terminal

EZAEVE011/M50Brake resistor terminal

EZAMBHXM008/M25Shield plate BF1

EZAMBHXM007/M20Fixing clip

EZAMBHXM006/M10Wire clamp

Power supply module 60 A

Product keyPackagingMode

VPE

[Stück]

EZAEVE003/M50Terminal - external 24-V supply

EZAEVE008/M50Mains terminal

EZAEVE009/M50DigIN terminal

EZAEVE010/M50DigOUT terminal

EZAEVE011/M50Brake resistor terminal

EZAMBHXM009/M25Shield plate BF2

EZAMBHXM007/M20Fixing clip

EZAMBHXM003/M10Wire clamp
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